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Defense requirements for raw materials
last week foreshadowed further curtail
ment of nonessential civilian goods as
Idle machines resumed operation with
the return to work of strikers in aviation
and aluminum plants.
The Office of Production Management
advised sheet and strip metal manufac
turers to divert more of their output
from materials for autos, refrigerators,
and metal furniture to plates for ships,
freight cars, and other defense neces
sities.
Stricter priorities imposed
An expansion in magnesium produc
tion from 30 million to 400 million pounds
a year was recommended by OPM after
the War Department reported that air
craft and other military manufacturing
would require much more of the metal
by 1942.
Military aircraft production in May
amounted to 1,334 planes. This was
short of the 1,389 output in April.
The OPM Priorities Division imposed
stricter controls on vital materials in
which increased production or imports
have not kept pace with defense demands.
Zinc, which has wide military uses, was
placed under full priority control. Man
datory priorities were imposed on all ssm-
thetic nibber and on polyvinyl chloride,
a plasticized resin used in making sheath
ing for ship cables. Priority control of
aluminum scrap was broadened.
Shipyards get preferences
A preference rating plan for all ship
yards working on U. S. Maritime Com
mission vessels was adopted to keep them
supplied promptly. Twenty-four com
panies are now building 289 merchant
ships.
A preference order also was issued to
restrict the use of tungsten In the manu
facturing of liigh-speed tools for civilian
use. The order, which requires a pro
portional use of molybdenum, was the
first in which the Priorities Division has
compelled the use of a substitute as a
means of conserving a critical material.
The Material Coordinating Committee,
composed of U. S. and Canadian officials.
★ DEFENSE ★
reported progress after its first confer
ence in coordination of raw material re
sources of the two countries.
The Office of Price Administration and
Civilian Supply meanwhile announced a
civilian allocation program of materials
to be used In the production of 73,000
freight cars this year. The cars will take
1,400.000 tons of steel alone.
Price Administrator Leon Henderson
continued his war on inflationary tend
encies. He asked five auto manufactur
ers to withdraw recent price increases.
OPACS officials met with representatives
of the coffee trade and warned against
any price rise. In a move to lower the
price of shoes, OPACS issued a schedule
imposing a ceiling on the prices of hides,
the chief raw material.
Contract "clinic" opened
As the Defense Contract Service
opened a clinic in Washington to fui'ther
subcontracting, it reported that 67 per
cent of $1,093,000,000 in defense loans
made to contractors by 321 banks in 101
cities went to companies with assets of
less than $1,000,000. Contractors with
assets of less than $100,000 got 26 percent.
Zone standards governing wages and
hours to be paid in Atlantic coast ship
yards were submitted to 55 companies by
the Shipbuilding Stabilization Committee
of the OPM Labor Division. The pro
posal Is similar to the zone agreement
now in operation on the Pacific coast.
Tide of strikes recedes
The tide of strikes that kept the Na
tional Defense Mediation Board working
night and day the week before had sub
sided somewhat last week. Strikers in
the North American Aviation plant voted
to return to work following Presidential
intervention, and aluminum plants at
Cleveland and Detroit reopened. The
board resiuned mediation of wage dis
putes In the Inglewood and Detroit cases.
Lumber workers in the Puget Sound area
accepted a board proposal and retiu'ned
to work, but machinists in Pacific coast
shipyards voted to reject the request of
the President and their international
council to end their strike.
June 17, 1941
LaGaardia active
Mayor F. H. LaGuardla, following a
tour of three Army corps areas, spent the
week in Washington establishing his
headquarters. He appointed a Civilian
Defense Medical Board and Instructed
It to map a course for training volunteers.
He announced plans for a school at Edge-
wood Arsenal, Md., to train firemen and
policemen from 40 eastern seaboard
cities.
Three governmental agencies—OPACS.
TraMportation Division, and Bituminous
Coal Consumers' Counsel—advised the
public by radio to buy coal for winter
heating this summer and thus avert an
undue burden on the railways in the fall.
F^Dllowing a broad discussion of defense
housing needs at a National Housing In
ventory in Washington, Defense Housing
Coordinator Charles P. Palmer stated
that the National Capital will experience
a housing shortage unless some govern
mental agencies are moved, In whole or
In part, to other cities.
★ ★ ★
Five auto makers asked
to withdraw price increases
Five leading automobile manufacturers
were requested to aid in resisting infla
tion by immediately withdrawing re
cently announced price advances, in a
telegram sent to them June 11 by OPACS
Administrator Henderson.
The telegram was sent to presidents
of the Ford Motor Co., Chrysler Corpo
ration, Nash-Kelvinator Corporation,
Studebaker Corporation, and Hudson
Motor Car Co.
Price rises held "inconsistent"
Mr. Henderson pointed out that main
tenance of stable prices and prevention
of inflationary price tendencies make
Imperative sound leadership by the auto
mobile industry at this time.
"Recent price advances," the telegram
stated, "are inconsistent with favorable
earnings position of the industry as a
whole during recent periods."
Assurances were given, however, that
in "event of specific hardship prompt ad
justment of this request will be made."
Mr. Henderson also stated that be was
sending the manufacturers a letter set
ting forth his views In detail.
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Over 4^/4 billions of Lend-Lease funds
allocated for orders, President reports
President Roosevelt on June 11 made
his first quarterly report to Congress on
activities to aid the democracies under
the lend-lease program. Following is
the text of the letter transmitting the
report:
To the Congress of the United States:
Section 5 (b) of Public Law No. 11,
Seventy-seventh Congress, approved by
me on March 11. 1941. provides in part
as follows:
The President, from time to time but not
less frequently than once every 90 days, shall
transmit to the Congress a report of opera
tions under this act except such Informa
tion zs he deems incompatible with the pub
lic Interest to disclose.
In compliance with this provision. I
am submitting this report.
We have supplied, and we will supply,
planes, guns, ammunition, and other de
fense articles in ever-increasing quanti
ties to Britain, China, and other democ
racies resisting aggression.
Wars are not won by guns alone, but
wars are not won without guns. We all
know this full well now. Beginning with
the outbreak of the war. the American
public began to realize that it was in our
own national Interest and security to help
Britain, China, and the other democratic
nations.
Beginning with the outbreak of the
war, British and French orders began to
be placed. But dollars could not be im
mediately turned Into airplanes and ships
and guns and ammunition.
In those dark days when France was
falling, It was clear that this Govern
ment. to carry out the will of the people,
had to render aid over and above the
materiel coming off the assembly line.
This Government, therefore, made avail
able all that It possibly could out of its
surplus stocks of munitions. In June of
1940, the British Government received
from our surplus stocks rifles, machine
guns, field artillery, ammunition, and air
craft in a value of more than $43,000,000.
Tliis was equipment that would have
taken months and months to produce and
v/hich, with the exception of the aircraft,
cost about $300,000,000 to produce during
the World War period. Most of this ma
teriel would not have been usable if we
had kept it much longer. This equip
ment arrived In Britain after the retreat
from Dunkirk, where the British had lost
great quantities of guns and other mili
tary supplies. No one can appraise what
effect the delivery of these supplies had
upon the successful British resistance in
the sxmimer and fall of 1940, when they
were fighting against such terrific odds.
Since June 1940, this Government has
continued to supply war materiel from its
surplus stocks, in addition to the mate
riel produced by private manufacturers.
The 50 over-age destroyers which Britain
received in exchange for the defense
bases were a part of the aid supplied by
the Government.
By the turn of the year 1941, the Brit
ish commitments in this country for de
fense articles had reached the limit of
their future dollar resources. Their
striking power required the assurance
that their munitions and equipment
would steadily and certainly be aug
mented, not curtailed.
The will of our people, as expressed
through the Congress, was to meet this
problem, not only by the passage of the
Lend Lease Act but by the appropriation
of $7,000,000,000 made on March 27 of
this year to carry out this task.
4% bilUoDs allocated
In the 90 days since the Lend Lease
Act was passed, and in the 74 days since
the funds were appropriated, we have
started in motion the vast supply pro
gram which is essential to the defeat of
the Axis Powers.
In these 74 days more than four and
one-fourth billion dollars out of the
$7,000,000,000 have been allocated to the
War. Navy. Agriculture, and Treasury
Departments and to the Maritime Com
mission to procure the aid authorized.
Contracts have been let for long-range
bombers, ships, tanks, and the other
sinews of war that will be needed for the
defense of the democracies. The balance
of less than two and three-fourths bil
lions is being rapidly allocated.
To be effective, the aid rendered by us
must be many sided. Ships are necessary
to carry the munitions and the food. We
are immediately making available to
Britain 2,000,000 gross tons of cargo ships
and oil tankers.
But this is not enough. Adequate ship
ping for every day to come must be rea
sonably assured. Since the Appropria
tion Act was passed, $550,000,000 has
been allocated for the construction of new
ships under the Lend Lease Act. Con
tracts have been let, and the new ways re
quired to build these ships are now near-
ing completion. Allied ships are being
repaired by us. Allied ships are being
equipped by us to protect them from
mines and are being armed by \is to pro
tect them as much as possible against
raiders. Naval vessels of Britain are be
ing repaired by us so that they can return
quickly to their naval tasks.
The training program of 7,000 British
pilots in our schools in this country is
under way. Valuable information is be
ing communicated, and other material
assistance Is being rendered in a mount
ing benefit to the democracies.
Millions of pounds of food are being
and will be sent. lion and steel, ma
chine tools, and the other essentials to
maintain and increase the production of
war materials in Britain are being sent
and received in larger quantities day by
day.
Since September 1939, the war goods
sent to Britain have risen steadily. The
over-all total exports to the Biitish Em
pire have greatly increased in 1941 over
1940. What is more Important, the ex
ports of those things which are neces
sary for fighting have increased far be
yond our other exports. In the first 6
months of this year, we have sent more
than 12 times as many airplanes to
Britain as we did in the first 5 months
of 1940. And as the rate of aircraft pro
duction increases, relatively more and
more heavy bombers and medium bomb
ers are being sent. At the same time, we
have sent more than 10 times as many
aircraft engines in the first 5 months
of 1941 as we did in the first 5 months
of 1940. For the first 4 months of this
year, the dollar value of explosives sent
to the British Empire was about 17 times
as much as for the first 4 months of 1940.
Ninety times as much in dollar value of
firearms and ammunition was sent to
Britain during the first 4 months of this
year as for the first 4 months of 1940.
Will tee that munitions get there
With our natural resources, our pro
ductive capacity, and the genius of our
people for mass production, we will help
Britain to outstrip the Axis Powers in
munitions of war, and we will see to it
that these munitions get to the places
where they can be effectively used to
weaken and defeat the aggressors.
In the report that follows, facts and
figures are given to the extent advisable
without disclosing military secrets to
benefit the Axis Powers. These facts de
scribe the past and portray the present
status of our aid to those nations so
gallantly fighting the aggressors. They
do not present the most important fact
of ail—the strong will of our people to
see to it that these forces of aggression
shall not rule the world.
We have before us a constant purpose




Aluminum case settled; one strike
averted, two ended; coal dispute closed
*nie National Defense Mediation
Board June 8-14 obtained an agreement
settling the issues in the Aluminum Co.
of America case; agreements to return
to work pending the Board's adjustment
of two other disputes and an agreement
not to go on strike in a fourth. It also
held hearings on the issues in the Beth
lehem Shipbuilding Co. case, and re
ceived acceptance from the Northern
and Southern operators and the United
Mine Workers of the Board's recom
mendations in the bituminous coal case.
To date the Board has received certi
fication of 41 cases. In 36 of these cases,
Involving 651,268 workers, the men have
either returned to work as a result of
agreements or postponed threatened
strikes at the request of the Board. Of
the remaining 5 cases, one was returned
to the Secretary of Labor as outside the
Board's Jurisdiction: most of the men
have returned to work in a second at the
request of the Board; public recommen
dations have been made in a third; a
fourth is pending, and the fifth is the
North American Aviation case in which
the men have returned to work.
Bituminous coal
On Monday, June 9, only a few min
utes before the deadline of 6 p. m., the
Board was notified of the acceptance of
its recommendations in the bituminous
coal dispute by representatives of the
Northern and Southern operators and
the United Mine Workers of America.
The case Is now closed.
Aluminum Co. of America
Hearings on the dispute between the
National Association of Die Casting
Workers, CIO, and the Aluminum Co.
of America, Cleveland, Ohio, opened on
June 9 before a panel consisting of Judge
Walter P. Stacy, Cy Ching, and Emil
Rieve. That afternoon, within a few
hours after the hearings opened, a strike
was called, involving 6,000 workers in the
Aluminum Co.'s plant in Cleveland. The
Board thereupon recessed its hearings
and the parties negotiated directly that
night and all the following day. At
6 p. m. June 10, when the panel was in
formed that an agreement had been
reached for returning to work, the hear
ing was reconvened. The agreement was
reduced to writing and the following day
ratified by the union membership in
Cleveland. Work was resumed on the
7 a. m. shift June 12 and the case closed.
The main provision in the agreement
called for a general wage increase of 1
cent per hour, the effect of which was to
put the Cleveland plant of the company
on a parity with its plant at New Ken
sington. Pa. The agreement also pro
vided for an increase of 3 cents per hour
on the second shift and 5 cents per hour
on the third—both of them in addition
to the 1-cent general increase, but nei
ther to apply to continuous process
workers.
BohD-Aluminum & Brass Co.
The Board ^received certification of the
dispute between the United Automobile
Workers of America, CIO. and the Bohn
Aluminum & Brass Co. plant in Detroit,
on the evening of June 9. The Board im
mediately dispatched telegrams to both
parties, setting June 16 as the date for a
hearing and requesting, in the light of the
President's proclamation of May 27, that
there be no stoppage of work in the mean
time. Due to some delay in the delivery
of these telegrams, this message did not
reach the parties until after a strike of
the 4,600 workers had become effective
at midnight that night.
Hie Board thereupon wired the man
agement and the union that "the Board
considers that this interruption to pro
duction constitutes a serious threat to the
defense of this country.'* It Informed
the parties that it had requested a Com
missioner of Conciliation to aid them in
negotiating an agreement for the imme
diate resumption of production pending
the Board's consideration of the matter.
As a result of this telegram, the parties
the following day reached an agreement
that the ultimate settlement would be
retroactive to June 9. This agreement
was ratified by the union and the men
returned to work June 12.
Marlin-Rockwell Corporation
The Board received certification on
June 7 of a strike by the United Auto
mobile Workers of America, CIO. at the
Marlln-Rockwell Corporation's plant at
Jqdc 17, 1941
Plalnville, Conn. The strike, which In
volved 1,225 workers making ball-bear
ings for airplane motors, bad been called
May 27. The case was set for a hearing
June 16, and at the request of the Board,
the parties reached an agreement for re
opening the plant pending the Board's
consideration of the dispute.
Curtiss-Wrifht Co.
The Board on June 12 received certifi
cation of a dispute between the Curtiss-
Wright Co. at Neville Island. Pa., and
the Steel Workers Organizing Committee.
CIO. A strike of 960 workers making
propellers and other plane parts was
threatened for that midnight. At the
request of the Board, the strike was post
poned pending the Board's consideration
of the dispute. A hearing originally set
for June 16 was postponed to June 18.
Bethlehem Steel Corporation
Hearings on the dispute between the
Bay Cities Metal Trades Council, AFL,
and the Bethlehem shipbuilding plant in
San Francisco, opened June 12 before a
panel composed of Dr. George Stocking,
Gerard Swope, and George Meany. After
2 days of hearings, the Board announced
that It had been unable to reach an agree
ment and would proceed under the terms
of the Executive Order to make finHings
and recommendations in this case. The
parties left for the West Coast with an
agreement that there would be no strike
pending the drawing up of the Board's
recommendations. At the Board's re
quest, all of the 5.000 shipbuilding
workers, except for the machinists, had
returned to work last week. The contro
versy over the terms of the Shipbuilding
Stabilization agreement, between Lodge
68 of the International Association of
Machinists, AFL, and the shipyards In
the San Francisco area was not certified
to the Board. The terms of the stabiliza
tion agreement were specifically excluded
when the Bethlehem case was certified to
the Board.
North American Aviation, Inc.
Richard T. Fi-ankensteen. director of
the Aircraft Division of the CIO. made a
plea to the employees of the North Ameri
can Aviation plant to return to work in
accordance with the agreement made be
fore the Board. This plea, which failed
of ratification, was made at a mass meet
ing of the workers held on June 8. The
plant opened the following mornins at
June 17, 1941
7 a. m., and 45 minutes later, after only
a dozen workers had been able to return
to work, tlie President Issued a proclama
tion taking over the plant. The United
States Army took temporary possession
of the plant and the men began returning
to work that day, and by the end of the
foliowing day, it was announced that full
production had been reached.
The Board announced on June 13 that
hearings would be resumed on the case
June 17, at 2:30 p. m.
* ★ ★
0PM distributes list of
550 essential defense skills
The Labor Division of the OfKce of
Production Management last week be
gan distribution, through State Employ
ment Services, the vocational schools and
other labor training agencies in the
United States, of a list of 550 industrial
occupations and skills essential to the
defense production program, for the
training of defense workers.
This list, based upon a survey of thou
sands of individual establishments in de
fense industries, is to serve as the official
guide for educational authorities and
management and labor groups, in setting
up vocational training courses for de
fense workers.
Each fully described
Each of the 550 occupations is fully
described in the alphabetical listing, and
each is further listed according to the
industries in which it occurs. The list,
ranging from "absorberman" to "wood-
bender", applies to the following defense
Industries: Aircraft and parts, air trans
portation, aluminum products, ammuni
tion, automobile equipment, communica
tion, electrical machinery, fii-earms, in
dustrial chemicals, iron and steel, ma
chine tools, models and patterns, motor
cycles, nonferrous metals, professional
and scientific instruments, railroad
equipment, shipbuilding and ship repair
ing, and utilities.
The list was prepared by the United
States Employment Service, in coopera
tion with the United States Office of
Education and the Labor Division of the
OPM. Title of the document is "List of
Occupations: Approved by the Office of
Production Management for Vocational





P^epresentatives of 50,000 East Coast
CIO shipyard workers voted June 15 in
Camden, N. J., to endorse a 2-year no-
strike, no-lockout stabilization agree
ment proposed the day before by the
Labor Division, OPM.
The proposed zone standai'ds, formu
lated by the subcommittee of the Atlantic
Coast Shipbuilding Stabilization confer
ence, and designed to stabilize employ
ment and production in the shipyards of
the Atlantic coast, were subnutted for
consideration to the managements of 55
Atlantic coast shipyards by the shipbuild
ing stabilization committee of the
Division.
Membership of committee
The shipbuilding stabilization commit
tee consists of Morris L. Cooke of the La
bor Division of OPM, chairman; John
Green, president, and Philip H. Van Gel-
der, secretary, of the Industrial Union
of Marine & Shipbuilding Workers of
America: Harvey Brown, president of In
ternational Association of Machinists;
John P. Frey, president. Metal Trades De
partment, AFL; Joseph W. Powell, special
assistant to the Secretary of the Navy,
representing the U. S, Navy; Admiral
Emory S. Land, chairman, U. S. Maritime
Commission; Prof. H. L. Seward, repre
senting Atlantic coast shipyards; F. A.
Llddell, representing Qulf Coast ship
yards; H. Gerrish Smith, representing
Great Lakes shipyards; Gregory Harri
son, representing Pacific Coast shipyards.
High officials ask consideration
The proposed set of standards was ac
companied by a letter from Frank Knox,
Secretary of the Navy; Admiral Emory
S. Land, chairman of the U. 8. Maritime
Commission; and Director General
Knudsen and Associate Director General
Hillman, OPM, requesting prompt con
sideration of the proposed standards
prior to their submission to the Atlantic
Coast Conference for final ratification.
The proposed standards are the work
of the special Government-labor-man-
East Coast shipyard
agement subcommittee appointed by
Gerard Swope, chairman of the Atlantic
Coast Shipbuilding Stabilization Confer
ence, which convened in Washington,
April 28, 1941. Paul F. Brissenden Is
chairman of the subcommittee.
Chairman Cooke of the stabilization
committee announced that the Atlantic
Coast Conference would meet in Wash
ington, June 20, for final consideration
of the code. Mr. Swope will preside.
In submitting the results of its dehbera-
tlons to the main committee, the sub
committee emphasized that any stand
ards which may be finally approved
should be applied to the entire shipbuild
ing industry of the Atlantic coast at pre
cisely the same time.
Gist of proposed standards
Tlie proposed standards embody a po
tential 2-year agreement including the
following terms: Uniformity of wage
rates and conditions for construction and
repair workers; a basic wage rate of $1.12
for flrst-class skilled mechanics, with
corresponding percentage changes for
other employees, adjustment of wages
after one year on the basis of changes in
the cost of living index; overtime rates
of time and a half above a 40-hour stand
ard week with double time for work per
formed on Sundays and holidays; 7-per
cent premiums for the second and thii-d
shifts; no lockouts on the part of the
employers nor suspension of work on the
part of the employees during the life of
the agreement; no restrictions upon pro
duction; grievance machinery to be set
up by local agreements, and to provide
for arbitration.
★ * ★
David K. Niles appointed
special consultant
Sidney Hillman, Associate Director
General, OPM, June 12 announced ap
pointment of David K. Nlles, of Boston,
Mass., formerly assistant to the Secre




Blanket preference granted shipbuilders;
materials for 1941 vessels rated A-l-a
To speed the consti-uction of merchant
ships vitally needed In the defense of
this country and Great Britain, the Pri
orities Division, OPM, announced June
12 that blanket preference ratings, sim
ilar to those awarded already to air-
frame builders, are being granted to the
Nation's shipbuilders working on Mari
time Commission hulls.
For ships to be completed this year,
the rating will be A-l-a. For 1942 ships
the rating is A-l-b. For ships to be
completed in 1943 an A-l-o rating will
apply. This puts the hulls needed this
year ahead of 1942 and 1943 hulls. The
high ratings will assure the builders
prompt delivery of critical materials, in
cluding steel plates.
601 ships now involved
Under the present arrangement, the
blanket ratings are being offered to 24
shipbuilding companies. The number of
merchant ships Involved under present
contracts of these companies is 289. The
ratings also are to be given to agents of
the Maritime Commission who are han
dling the purchase of equipment for 312
emergency hulls. Thus, the total num
New critical list
A revised and expanded Priorities
Critical List was issued June 10 by the
Division of Priorities, OPM. The list In
cluded approximately forty new Items
and classes of Items, thus expanding the
total number of materials and classes of
materials to over 300.
The Critical List Is a compilation of
materials on orders for which Army and
Navy contracting officers may automati
cally assign preference certificates.
Items appearing on the list Include all
fabricated, mechanical, or electrical com
ponent parts and accessories necessary
for the completion, maintenance, or me
chanical operation of the Items, exclud
ing raw materials unless specifically in
cluded in the list.
New items appearing on the present
list Include types of: Blankets, cable,
cloth, furnaces, gloves, addressing and
duplicating machines, photographic
equipment, motion-picture equipment,
parachute silk, X-ray equipment, and
several types of chemicals.
iComplete new list ajypears on page 9)
ber of ships involved Is 601, to which
additional contracts may be added later.
A letter accompanying the order, ad
dressed to each shipbuilder, explains that
the rating applies to deliveries of mate
rial and equipment entering Into the
construction of the merchant ships spec
ified, provided that such materials and
equipment ai-e Included on the Priorities
Critical List. This rating also applies
to portable or stock tools, whether or not
on the list, but does not cover machine
tools and similar machinery, ratings for
which must be obtained In the usual
manner through the use of Individual
preference rating cert'flcates.
To reduce paper work
It Is expected that the use of the
blanket ratings will relieve the shipbtilld-
ers of considerable paper work and do
away with the necessity for using indi
vidual preference rating certificates on
all the different contracts for material
flowing Into the ships.
Under the arrangement set forth, the
shipbuilders who use the plan will apply
it to their contractors by executing a
copy of the order and serving it on their
Copper control amended
An amendment to General Preference
Order M-9, which provided full priority
control over copper, was issued June 11
by Director Stettinius.
The amendment Includes three main
changes in the order, as follows;
(1) Each refiner, in estimating the
amount of copper he must set aside each
month In a pool, for specific allocation,
will set aside an amount equal to 20
percent of his April production of duty-
free copper.
(2) A refiner may make full shipment
to any customer in any month In which
that customer's total commitments do
not exceed one minimum carload lot. It
Is also provided that no customer's order
need be cut below a minimum carload
lot for one month.
(3) It is provided that persons who
are parties to toll agreements for copper,
must file Information but need not file
full copies of such agreements and need
not obtain specific permission for new
agreements.
June 17, 1941
suppliers. The suppliers in turn ma;
extend the rating to their own sub
contractors by going through the same
procedure.
Once a shipbuilder has served such
an order on his suppliers, the rating
will apply for all future orders flowing
into the same ships,
★ ★ *
Tungsten steel order forbids
buying if substitute will do
To conserve the Nation's supply of
tungsten and divert part of the demand
for high-speed tungsten tool steel Into
molybdenum-type steel, Priorities Direc
tor Stettinius Issued June 12 a General
Preference Order governing the distribu
tion of high-tungsten-content tool steel
in Indxistrlal channels.
This is the first order Issued in which
substitution has specifically been re
quired in order to conserve the supply
of critical material.
May not buy if substitution feasible
It is stipulated in the order that a
customer for high-speed steel may not
purchase the tungsten-type steel If the
molybdenum type would serve as well.
It is also provided that, during any
3-month period, a customer for high
speed steel may purchase the tungsten
steel only to the extent that he buys an
equal amount of the molybdenum steel
which contains less tungsten.
If a customer wants 50 pounds of high
speed tool steel, for example, the order
wiU require him, in effect, to order 25
pounds of the molybdenum-type steel
in order to get 25 pounds of the steel with
higher tungsten content.
Increasing tightness indicated
Figures now available on tungsten In
dicate that the total supply available in
this country during 1941 (not Including
stock piles) will approximate 15,000 short
tons of concentrates. During the latter
half of the year, however, the consump
tion of tungsten in direct military and
civilian channels may increase to a rate
of approximately 20,000 tons of concen
trates.
These figures indicate that the tung
sten situation will probably become in
creasingly tight. The supply figure will,
of course, be affected considerably if im




An order bringing aluminum scrap
under full priority control was an
nounced June 11 by Director Stettinius.
Orders previously issued control the
distribution of primary and secondary
aluminum, but the order issued June 11
is the first which provides for general
priority control of scrap.
•nie order states that no person after
the effective date of the order, June 10,
1941, shall deliver aluminum scrap for
melting or processing purposes unless
such delivery has been assigned a pref
erence rating of A-10 or higher, or un
less the Director of Priorities has specifi
cally authorized delivery of a nondefense
order which is deemed to be directly or
Indirectly in the Interests of national
defense.
Doesn't govern interdealer sales
Provisions of the order do not govern
the sale or transfer of scrap between
dealers but are Intended to apply to the
sale of scrap to persons who v/ill melt
or otherwise process the material.
In the order It is declared that the
shortage of aluminum has Increased,
that more than 90 percent of all pri
mary and secondary aluminiun produced
during June will be required for defense,
and that an increasing percentage of the
entire production of both primary and
secondary aluminum will be required for
defense during the rest of the year.
The new order revokes Supplementary
Order M-l-b, which governed the dis
tribution of low-grade aluminum metal.
Present status of control
The present status of control of alu
minum, therefore, is: The distribution of
all aluminum in ingot form, in semiproc-
essed form and in fabricated form is
governed by priority control, which pro
vides that defense orders will come ahead
of all other orders. The distribution of
scrap by any person to any processor of
such scrap is now also controlled. The
orders give the Priorities Division com
plete control of aluminum in all forms,
except for transactions between dealers.
As safeguards against diversion of
metal in nonessential purposes, the order
provides that persons violating the terms
of the order can be prevented from ob
taining further supplies of aluminum
scrap, and also provides that processors
accepting deliveries of scrap sh^l keep
complete records as to inventories, pur
chases, sales, and deliveries.
★ DEFENSE ★
Zinc put under full priority control
as '41 shortage of 215,000 tons is indicated
Zinc, a metal vitally essential in de
fense production, was put under full
priority control June 11 in a General Pref
erence Order issued by Director Stet
tinius.
The order, which becomes effective
July 1, provides that all defense needs
shall be filled ahead of all other require
ments. that an emergency pool will be
created to meet urgent needs, and that
the remaining zinc shall be allocated
among competing civilian demands. In
allocating for delivery under civilian
orders, the Director of Priorities will be
guided by a civilian allocation program
when issued by the Office of Price Admin
istration and Civilian Supply.
Cmlian use must be curtailed
Zinc has wide uses in both civilian and
military channels. Typical uses Include
galvanizing, brass making, die casting,
and rolled zinc. Military brass requires
large quantities of zinc. In the light of
the over-all shortage which will exist for
1941, civilian uses for zinc will have to
be substantially curtailed.
Heretofore zinc has been subject only
to partial control through a production
pool out of which the Director of Prior
ities has allocated to meet emergency
situations.
Available figures indicate that the total
supply of zinc In 1941 will approximate
from 890,000 to 950.000 short tons. The
estimated requirements for 1941, how
ever, including militaiy and civilian
needs, are now estimated at 1,165,000
short tons. This indicates an over-all
shortage of from 215,000 to 275,000 tons
for 1941.
Falfiiiing: estimate depends on shipping
A factor involved in the shortage is
that the total supply figures for 1941 in
clude over 200,000 short tons which
would be produced from foreign ores.
However, approximately 450.000 tons of
concentrates is required for this produc
tion, and any inability to get ships to
move this tonnage from South America
could reduce seriously the estimated sup
ply for this year. Potential demand in
cartridge brass as new cartridge fecili-
ties come in may intensify the existing
tightness.
In the General Preference Order it is
stated that zinc includes "all grades of
metallic zinc (spelter) produced directly
from ores, concentrates, and other pri
mary material, or redistilled from scrap.
including dross, skimmings, and ashes;
all zinc oxide, both lead free and leaded;
and zinc dust."
Defense ordersrated A-10 or higher
Deliveries under all defense orders, the
order says, which do not bear a higher
preference rating are assigned a rating of
A-10. Deliveries bearing lower prefer
ence ratings or no rating must be deferred
If necessary to assure deliveries for de
fense needs.
After all defense needs have been as
sured, deliveries to nondefense orders
may be made so long as all terms of the
order are complied with.
The order provides that during each
month, beginning July 1, each producer
of metallic zinc, zinc oxide, and zinc dust
shall set aside from his total production
an amount to be determined from time
to time by the Director of Priorities, to be
delivered only upon express direction
from the Director. The size of this pool
will be set soon for July.
Users mayrequest zincfrompool
The order provides that the zinc which
remains, after the required amount has
been set aside in a pool, will be equitably
prorated.
Users of zinc in the forms covered by
the order may make special application
to the Director of Priorities for alloca
tions of zinc from the pool set aside each
month. Such applications for special al
lotments will be made on formis to be
prescribed by the Director.
Inventory limitations are included in
the order which prevent the building up
of excessive and unnecessary stocks.
* ★ *
ORE MOVEMENT
The four principal ore loading rail
roads report 2,443,141 gross tons of ore
loaded into boats at upper lake ports dur
ing the week ended June 7, compared to
2.062,329 during the corresponding period
in 1940. For the season of navigation
through June 7, a total of 19.895,573 gross
tons have been loaded into boats, as com
pared to 9,843,095 during the correspond
ing period in 1940. The increase of
10,052,478 tons, or more than 100 percent,
was due to the efforts made to obtain
earlier start of navigation and maximum
utilization of the lake fleet.
★ DEFENSE ★
Mandatory control of all synthetic rubber
and some polyvinyl chloride ordered
The Priorities Division of the Office of
Production Management issued two or
ders June 9 providing mandatory priority
control over all synthetic rubber and
also over certain types of poljTinyl
chloride, a plasticized resin material used
In the manufacture of sheathing for
ship's cables.
Neoprene, one of the synthetic rub
bers, has been under mandatory priority
control since March 28. This control
expires on June 30. The new synthetic
rubber order, which takes effect July 1,
Includes Neoprene and also takes in the
other synthetic rubbers such as buna
types like Hycar, Perbunan, Chemigum,
and organic polysulphides such as the
material known by the trade name of
"Thlokol."
As has been the case with Neoprene,
the Priorities Division will make specific
allocations month by month to regulate
the distribution of the synthetic rubbers
and make sure that ail defense needs are
flUed ahead of nondefense requirements.
The same procedure of allociatlon will
be followed In the case of polyvinyl
chloride.
The basic facts covered by each order
are as follows:
SYNTHETIC RUBBER
Synthetic rubber is widely used for the
manufacture of numerous materials for
the Navy, the Army, and for Great
Britain. Typical uses include the man
ufacture of aircraft tanlc linings, hose
and tubing, packing and gaskets, and
wii'e and cable sheathing. Because of
its heat-resistant, oil-resistant and at
mospheric-resistant qualities, it is often
superior to crude rubber, and there is no
satisfactory substitute. Estimated cur
rent production of synthetic rubber is at
the rate of approximately 1S,600,000
pounds per year and the minimum de
ARMY BUYS 9,000,000 CANS OF
RESERVE FIELD RATIONS
Purchase of 9.000,000 cans of cooked
Army reserve field rations, one of the
largest food procurements of this kind
by the Quartermaster Corps, was an
nounced June 13 by the War Depart
ment.
Known as "Type C Field Ration," the
food is for emergency use when soldiers
fense use is estimated at approximately
14,000,000 pounds per year, thus pro
ducing an over-all shortage which can be
expected to Increase.
In the order it Is provided that all
regulatory provisions will go into effect
July 1. and that after this date no pro
ducer shall make deliveries to any cus
tomer or make any further use of manu
factured synthetic rubber in his own
plant or organization without specific
direction from the Director of Priorities.
During each calendar month, begin
ning in July, the Director will issue spe
cific directions governing the allocation
and uses of the synthetics.
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE
The term polyvinyl chloride is defined
in the order covering this material as
"polymerized vinyl chloride and its co-
polymer with vinyl acetate, containing
92 percent or more of vinyl chloride,
whether plasticized or unplasticized,
which includes the materials known by
the trade name of Koroseal and Viny-
lite."
The present total production of this
type of polyvinyl chloride Is about 8,000,-
000 pounds per year. There are only
two producers and their total produc
tion is insufficient to meet the require
ments of military needs. The order pro
vides that after June 16. no producer
shall make any deliveries of polyvinyl
chloride to any customer or otherwise
process or use manufactured polyvinyl
chloride in his own organization except
under specific direction by the Director
of Priorities.
Begitming June 16, and thereafter at
the beginning of each calendar month,
the Director of Priorities will issue to all
producers specific directions governing
deliveries and uses which may be made
by the producers during each month.
are separated from their field kitchen or
mess hall. It consists of previously
cooked or prepared food, packed in her
metically sealed cans. It can be eaten
either hot or cold.
One day's ration for each soldier is
contained in six cans and provides a dif
ferent menu for each meal. The cans
contain a main course of meat with
choice of beans, vegetable hash or vege
table stew; biscuits, sugar, soluble cof
fee, and chocolate.
Jane 17, 1941
Contract Service field men
called to "clinic''
Robert L. Mehornay. chief of the De
fense Contract Service, on June 13 sum
moned field ofQcers of the service to a
"clinic" in preparation for intensified ef
forts to spread defense work Into a great
many additional factories.
The field officials were asked to meet
in Washington on June 16, 17, and 18.
In calling the conference, Mr. Me
hornay said;
"New orders being placed by the Army
and Navy, under their own programs and
the lend-lease program, pose difficult new
contracting and subcontracting prob
lems. It is the task of the Defense Con
tract Service to help the armed services
solve these problems without delay. We
must caiTy our full share of the burden."
★ ★ ★
26 percent of banks' defense
loans go to companies with
assets of less than $109,000
The Defense Contract Service reported
June 16 that 67 percent of defense loans
by 321 banks in 101 cities went to com
panies with assets of less than $1,000,000
each and 26 percent to companies with
assets of less than $100,000.
This report was made by the Senrtce
in disclosing results of a survey made by
the Federal Reserve System at the re
quest of the DCS.
The survey showed that on April 30,
1941, the date it was made, defense loans
and commitments by the 321 banks
totaled $1,093,000,000.
Iliese loans and commitments were
classified as follows according to total














The service reported that actual de
fense loans outstanding on the date of
the survey equaled about 8 percent
of the total commercial loans of the same
banks.
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Revised Priorities Critical List
(Materials appearing on the list for
the first time are Italicized.)
Acetone; aiming circles; aircraft: all types
Including llghter-than-air, complete; air
craft detection equipment; aircraft labora
tory and teti equipment; altimeters: all
types; aluminum and aluminum alloys (pig
or fabricated); ' ambulances (service specifl-
catioQ); ambulance boats; ammonia, anhy
drous; ammunition (small arm and large
caliber)—all types; antiaircraft equipment;
angledozers: tractor powered; antimony; ar
mor plate; auger: earth (power); auto
claves (laboratory)—field and hospital.
Bags: barrack, sea, cantte, powder, steri
lizing water, sleeping: balloon: observation
or barrage: barges: barometers; batteries:
radio, ship, fire control; bearings: roller and
ball; belt, ammunition link, cartridge; bl-
naural trainers; binoculars: monoculars, spy
glasses, field glasses, spotting glasses; blan
kets: wool, blue denim; boards: deflection,
fire adjustment, plotting (all types), range
correction spotting, chart; boats: aircraft
rescue, picket, crane, assault, ambulance.
Eagle, landing, motor torpedo, utility (QMC
and AC), sub-chaser, target (armored),
motor launch, radio control, lighters, D. B.
(distribution box); boilei-s: power plant,
heating; bombs; bombing training and tar
get assembly; booms; borax; boric acid; box:
ammunition; brass: pig and fabricated:
bridges: foot (ail types), steel (pottable),
pontoon (all types); bronze: pig or fabri
cated; battery chargers portable; bull
dozers: tractor powered.
Cable, electric and telephone, all kinds in
cluding assemblies: cables, balloon barrage;
cadmixun; Calibration sets, bomb sight; op
tical elements for; calipers, micrometer;
cameras: aeronautical; gun; trlangulation,
motion picture and still; camera control:
gun; candles: chemical; canisters; service;
dlaphram; optical; caps: field and winter;
watch; carts: hand drawn; reel; chemical
mortar: ammunition; weapon; case: inspec'
tors; navigation; pilots; bombadiers; cast
ings: brass (over 150 lbs.); aluminum; cata-
P'olt: aircraft; charger: gun (hydraulic);
chemicals: chemical warfare; explosives; me
dicinal; chest: service types; chlorine; chro
mium; cipher devices and machines; cloth:
rubberized; wool; dark blue melton or ker
sey; O. D.; flannel: cotton; twill; wi7id re
sistant; khaki; clothing; flying; chemical
protective; uniforms; hospital; mechanics;
laboratory; cobalt; colls: service speciflca-
tions; combat vehicles; compressors (air):
power driven; computors: Intermediate and
major calibers; time and distance; lice of
pcsltion; aerial dead reckoning; time con
version; altitude correction; condensers,
steam: radio, electrical; cone assembly 6"
metrogon lens; containers; galvanized; port
able refrigerated; control equipment for
electric motors, automatic; cooking outfit:
mess and field; copper: pig and fabricated;'
cordage and twine: hemp; Jute; oakum;
abaca; sisal; henequen; flax; silk cork;' cor
rector: percentage; fire control; cotton, can
vas duck; webbing; cotton linters; cranes;
cresols; cresylic acid (meta-para; B. P. 200-
210 C; less than 2 percent ortha); cutters:
wire, and carriers (special service types);
cylinders: chemical (portable); compressed
gas or air.
Demustardizlng equipment: chemical war
fare; diamond point tools; dies: forging;
diamond; Diesel engines, all types; distribu
tion boxes; diving apparatus: drawers:
woolen; half-wool: half-cotton; drydocks:
floating.
Energizei's: aircraft electric; engines. In
ternal combustion and steam, for ship pro
pulsion; explosives. Including chemical com
ponents; extinguishers (fire): all types.
Ferrous alloys, all types; fibre: abaca, sisal,
henequen, hemp, flax, cotton linters. Jute;
finders: radio direction, height, depression
position; vertical view; range; fire control in
struments and equipment; flares; fiash-
lights (service types); flash ranging set;
fioodlighting equipment; fiying equipment;
formaldehyde; forgings: brass; aluminum;
frequency meter set, radio; fuel: aviation,
Diesel, 50 cetene number and up; furnaces:
heat treating electric; fuzes and primers;
fuze-setters.
Gas: decontamination apparatus and
equipment; masks; gases: chemical warfare;
gastight doors and frames; generating units:
service types; generators, electrical and motor
dynameters; including N. E. M. A. standard
types, meeting A. I. E. B. specifications and
rules: glasses: field, spotting; binoculars;
spy: monculars; gloves: leather; wool: gre
nades; gages, inspection: goggles (service
types); grader, road: self-propelled: guns:
all t^es and calibers (including carriages
and mounts); limbers, and caissons.
Halowax solution for insulating wire;
hammers, power driven: head and chest set:
communication; height finders; helmets
(service types); hexamethylene tetramine;
hoist: ammunition; hoists power or hand;
howitzers: all types and calibers, with Um
bers, caissons, carriages and mounts.
Impregnlte (I and S); insignia: uniform;
Instruments: battery commander: electro-
diagnostic; observation optical (all types—
complete): stereoscopic training; surgical
and dental; surveying; azimuth and azimuth
mils; self-synchronous (engine): drafting;
Interphone equipment: (aircraft: vehicular);
insulation, steatite; iridlum: iron and steel
products, including rolled, drawn, forgings,
castings end pig iron Including alloy steels;
insulating, Are, brick.
Jigs and fixtures.
Kits: first aid; repair; (C. W.): toUet.
Laboratory: hospital and field; lamp equip
ment: signal; lead; legglns: canvas; lenses
requiring grinding except eyeglasses; lighters
and barges; lighting equipment: electric
(portable), service types; Hangar; flying field;
locators, sound: anti-aircraft (CAC); lock
ers: steel; locomotives; Diesel: gasoline; elec
tric; lubricant; Diesel engine, special
"RPM—Delo" or equivalent.
Machine, blasting; machine guns: all types
and calibers with mounts, sights, and tri*
pods; machine and metal working tools; ^
machines: addressing and duplicating, all
types, including plates {except aluminum),
type, platemaking equipment; machinery:
forging; power-driven, for casting, cutting,
grinding, hoisting, melting, metal pressing,
welding, refrigerating; magazines: smalt arm
ammimltlcn; manganese or Splegeleisen;
mapping equipment: service types: marker
beacon receiving equipment; masks: gas;
oxygen; mattress, all types; megger insula
tion testing sets; mercury: mess outfits:
field; barrack, ship; meters; electric; drift:
meter set; frequency (seacoast); methanol;
mines: antitank; drifting or anchored; mine
equipment: submarine; mine planters and
yawls; mirrors: magnifying; magnesium and
alloys; pig or fabricated; ' molybdenum;
Monel metal; mortars: all types and calibers
with carriages, mounts; motion picture pro
jection and sound equipment; motors, elec
tric, except fractional horsepower; motors for
pontoons; motorcycles: solo or side car (serv
ice types).
Naphthaline; Neoprene; ' nets: antisubma
rine, camouflage; Nickel: alloy steel: • Nickel:
pig or fabricated;' nonferrous alloys, all
types.
Oakum, marine; octant: bubble type; oil:
castor and fuel (dlesel SO ceteme and up);
optical elements and instruments.
Packing, flax; paper, chart; parachutes:
service types; phenol; photographic labora
tory equipment, aerial and ground; Phythalic
Anhydrite; plates multility, zinc or alumi-
num; Polyuinyl chloride (and co-po2ymcre«
containing at least 907. uinyl chloride) ptas-
ticised or unplasticised; pontoon equipment;
potassium perchlorate; potassium perman
ganate; projectors: signal (ground); pump
ing sets, all types; purification unit: water;
pyrotechnics: service types.
Radio-apparatus (sending and receiving):
all types; radio direction finders; radiosondes
and equipment: range: field, complete with
equipment: rangefinders; ranging equip
ment: sound; reels, firing; remote control
equipment, for guns and searchlights; re
production equipment: map (all types); re-
purificatlon plant, helium (portable); resis
tors, electrical for vessels; rifles: magazines,
machine, automatic, semiautomatic: rubber,
synthetic: rubberlike synthetic materials.
Saddle: pack (cargo and riding); scabbard:
small-arms; scale: prediction; scrapers: trac
tor drawn; searchlights; searchlight control
instruments; sextants, navigation: ships: all
types—complete; ship plates and shapes
(See iron and steel products); sights and
related equipment; silk, parachute; small
arms: all types and calibers; smoke; toxic,
and equipment for use; smoke screen ap
paratus; socks; woolen, cotton-wool; Sodiuvi
hydro sulfite. sodium sulfoxalate; sound
equipment: underwater; sound locators:
antiaircraft; sphygmomanometers; splint
surgical; spotting sets; steel, semifinished,
finished and fabricated, including alloys;»
stereoscopes: all types; stereoscopic testers;
sterilizers, hospital and field; stoves: tent;
submarine mine cable: steel; submarine
safety and escape devices: switchboards,
power complete assembly; synthetic resin
moulding powders.
Tfeble (plotting); tags: identification;
tanks: cartridge; combat, all types and
models: powder; targets, tow; telephones:
all special service types: radio, and equip
ment; telegraph sets (service specifications):
tents, scrvice types; testing outfits, boiler
water; theodolites; thermometers, industrial;
thermostatlc controls for refrigeration and
air-condltloning machinery; time Interval
apparatus; tin; tools; hand, precision: port
able, power driven; special engine; torpedo;
torpedoes; tractors: military; tarilers: 2-, 4-
and e-wheel. assorted; bomb; trainer; bin-
aural; stereoscopic; instrument flying and
landing (ground); transformers, electric;
tricresyl phosphate (less than 17® ortha);
trucks; motor (all special service types),
electrical industrial; tungsten, ferro tung
sten and tungsten ore; ' tungsten carbide;
turrets, gun.
Underwear: half-cotton, half-wool.
Vanadium and vanadium alloys; vehicles
(service types); vest, life preserver.
Watches, service types; welding rod: whet-
lerite; winch, balloon; wire; service types
(see cables: field (S. C.)); for electrical in
struments.
X-Ray equipments medical; industrial.
Zinc;' zinc hydrosulflte.
'Subject to industry-wide priority control.
' Steel products are covered by a special
order requiring preferential treatment of de
fense orders and permitting users to file a
formal complaint of any inability to obtain
delivery or place orders.
'Zinc is subject to a special form of prior
ity control. Producers are required to set
aside a percentage of their production each
mcnth, thus creating a pool out of which the
Priorities Division allocates to meet xugent
needs.
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PRODUCTION...
0PM advises 13 steel companies to turn
production to plates for ships, rail cars
The OfBce of Production Management
advised 13 companies June 13 that they
should curtail production of sheet and
strip steel for nondefense purposes and
use strip mill capacity thus released to
turn out more plates for shipbuilding,
railway car building, and other urgent
defense needs.
At the same time, the OPM asked the
companies to supply by June 18 informa
tion needed to complete arrangements
for increased production of plates by
strip mills.
"Increased production of plates for de
fense purposes is urgently needed," said
W. A. Hauck, consultant of OEM's steel
unit, in a letter transmitting a question
naire to the producers.
Plates iirst on full capacity
"It is planned to give plate production
first call on the full capacity of each strip
mill. Maximum plats production from
strip mills will be requested up to the full
limit.
"The above will result in curtailment of
sheet and strip production for nondefense
purposes. However, after all possible de
fense needs for plates, sheets, and strip
have been provided on thesr strip mills, it
is planned to continue their operations on
such products for nondefense purposes
up to the ingot capacity available for
such purposes.
Gano Dunn resigns to
return to private business
Resignation of Gano Dunn as special
consultant to the Materials Branch was
announced June 13 by the Office of Pro
duction Management.
After a year of service with the National
Defense Advisory Commission and the
OPM, Mr. Dunn has found it necessary to
return to his position as president of the
J. G. White Engineering Corporation.
Mr. Dunn came to Washington on June
3, 1940, as senior consultant to E. R.
Stettinius, Jr., who at that time was
chief of the Industrial Materials Division
of the National Defense Advisory Com
mission.
"It is essential that the information
requested In the attached questionnaire
be submitted to this ofBce not later than
Wednesday, June 18, 1941."
The questionnaire asked for a break
down of business turned out by the strip
mills during May 1941 for various cus
tomers, Including manufacturers of auto
mobiles, trucks, refrigerators, metal fur
niture, ships, railway cars, and pipe for
pipe lines. Automobiles, trucks, refrig
erators, and metal furniture are among
the principal users of sheet and strip.
Production figures asked
OPM also requested a break-down of
orders on hand at the mills on May 31,
1941: present capacity of the mills and
their current production of plates, sheets,
and strip; a statement as to whether
more plates could be rolled with present
facilities: plans for expanding finishing
and loading facilities to increase plate
production still further: and types of
products best suited for each of the mills,
together with their limitations.
The questionnaires were sent to the
American Rolling Mill, Bethlehem Steel
Co., Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation,
Ford Motor Co., Granite City Steel Co.,
Great Lakes Steel Corporation, Inland
Steel Co., Jones and Laughlin Steel Cor
poration. Otis Steel Co., Republic Steel
Corporation, Wierton Steel Co., Wheeling
Steel Corporation, and the Youngstown
Sheet and Tube Co.
When the Office of Production Man
agement was established, Mr. Dunn be
came special consultant to the Materials
Branch. While holding this position, he
completed a number of assignments, In
cluding two special reports direct to the
President on the capacity of the steel
industry.
★ ★ ★
1,334 PLANES IN MAY
The Office of Production Management
June 11 announced that military air
craft manufacturers delivered 1,334 air
planes during May. Comparable final
figures for April showed 1.389 deliveries.
June 17» 1941
OPM urges magnesium capacity
of 400,000,000 pounds a year
The Office of Production Management
has recommended the expansion of facil
ities to produce magnesium metal to a
capacity of 400,000,000 pounds annually.
Present production is at the rate of ap
proximately 30,000,000 pounds a year and
additions to plants already under way will
raise that capacity to approximately
75,000.000 pounds annually.
Tremendously Increased requirements
for aircraft and other military uses,
arising out of the expanded national de
fense and Lend-Lease programs, requires
a productive capacity of approximately
400,000.000 pounds a year by the end of
1942.
A recommendation to this effect has
been made to the War Department by
the OPM.
It is expected that negotiations for the
erection of new facilities will be carried
on by the War Department, the Defense
Plant Corporation, and seven or more
companies producing or interested in the
production of magnesium metal. The
Dow Chemical Co. which has plants at
Midland, Mich., and Freeport, Tex., and
the Permanente Corporation, which is
constructing a plant at Palo Alto, Calif.,
are at present the only producers of this
metal.
★ ★ *
Bunker acting deputy chief
of Materials Branch
Appointment of Arthur H. Bunker to
be acting deputy chief of the Materials
Branch, Production Division. OPM. was
announced June 10 by Samuel R. Puller,
Jr., chief of the Materials Branch.
Mr. Bunker, who will serve in the tem
porary absence of A. I. Henderson, is on
leave from Lehman Corporation of New
York, of which he is executive vice presi
dent.
Mr. Bunker's home Is in New York.
He is a graduate of Yale University where
he studied electrical engineering. Prior
to his connection with Lehman Corpora
tion, he was president of the Radium
Company of Colorado and of the United
States Vanadium Company.
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U. S. has abandoned "guns and butter"
philosophy, Biggers assures Canadians
U. S.-Canada coordinators
agree on desirability of
similar material restrictions
The Material Coordinating Committee,
United States and Canada, met June 11
in the ofBce of W. L. Batt, Deputy Direc
tor of Production, OPM. Members of the
committee are: H. J. Symington, Power
Controller of Canada; Q. C. Bateman,
Metals Controller of Canada; E. R. Si;et-
tinlus, Jr.. Director of Priorities, OPM,
and Mr. Batt.
Discussions concerned the maximum
utilization of raw-material resources of
the two countries for the most efficient
prosecution of their defense efforts.
Among the more important of the mate
rials discussed were aluminum, nickcl,
chromite, zinc, and several chemicals.
Negotiation of details will be carried on
by the pertinent government agencies.
Discuss similar restrictions
Members of the committee also dis
cussed the desirability of similar restric
tions by the two countries in the uses
of materials for nonessentlal require
ments. It was generally agreed that
neither country should permit unlimited
Internal civilian consumption of any
material in which the other country
faced a shortage for military purposes.
The following statement was issued:
"Definite progress has been made
toward an effective coordination of the
raw-material resom'ces of the United
States and Canada in the interest ol
speedier and greater production of d2-
fense equipment on both sides of the
Irorder."
Muhial benefits expected
"While many details remain to be
worked out the committee feels, on the
basis of its discussions to date, that
definite mutual benefits will result."
PoUcwlng the meeting a luncheon was
held at the Carlton Hotel. In addition
to the four committee members, the
following attended:
Jesse Jones, Secretary of Commerce;
Director General William S. Knudsen,
OPM; Donald M. Nelson, Director of
Purchases. OPM; Leon Henderson,
Director of the Office of Pi'ice Adminis
tration and Civilian Supply; Will Clay
ton. Deputy Federal Loan Administrator;
J. B. Carswell, liaison ofBcer between
the Canadian Department of Munitions
and Supply and the British Supply Coun
cil in this country; F. V. C. Hewett,
staff assistant to the Canadian com
mittee members; and Douglas V. Brown,
assistant to Messrs. Stettinius and Batt.
Speaking before the Canadian Manu-
factursra Association in Quebec June 10,
John D. BJggers, Director of Production,
OPM. remarked that "Here are two
countries that clearly understand the
mutuality of their interest and the In
separability of their destinies."
Further excerpis from his talk follow:
1 suspect that a good many Canadians
have felt a little pang of disappointment
in regard to the United States during
the past year or so. The simple fact is
that for all practical purposes there
simply was no such thing as a munitions
industry In the United States or Canada.
We both started from scratch.
While this was true of our land forces,
I am happy to say that we were in a
vastly better situation In regard to our
naval forces. We have, since the turn
of the century, maintained a great fleet.
Shipbuilding ahead of schedule
Although the details are, of course, not
public information, I can report to you
that almost every ship now building in
our rapidly expanding yards is ahead of
schedule at the present time. And 1 hops
that I may, before 1 am finished, allay
whatever disappointment you may have
experienced when you first discovered the
Inadequacy of our munitions plant and
fill your hearts with a sound optimism
about our progress.
A year ago your great leader Winston
Churchill promised the British people
nothing but "blood, tears, toil, and sweat."
By that time most of you probably were
pretty well aware of what you were get
ting into.
At the same time only a few of us in the
States, a few in our Government, a few In
industry, had any real conception of what
we might be called upon to perform.
Original program increased tenfold
We began with a program calling for
the expenditure of approximately $4,800,-
000.000 which at that time seemed a huge
sum. But as the summer raced by and
then fall and winter came and passed,
this original program has been multiplied
almost 10 times. I have reason to believe
that that process has not yet ended. And
while government as a whole, industry as
a whole and the entire Nation as a whole
came to a realistic understanding of the
size of our task, of the effort and sacrifices
it inevitably would entail, we have grad
ually abandoned the Idea that we could
have all the guns we wanted and all the
butter too.
Even this winter we did not believe we
could spend more than $6,000,000,000 on
armaments during the fiscal year ending
this month. Happily this figure will be
exceeded.
''SHU raisiDg our sights"
Ali'eady our output is Increasing enor
mously since last June. Our production
of aircraft has tripled and soon will be
quadrupled: production of light tanks is
increased by 600 percent: powder by
1,000 percent; small arms ammunition
by 1,200 percent; Garand rifles by 100
percent: production of .30 caliber ma
chine guns has tripled and .50 caliber
machine guns Quadrupled.
And we are still raising our sights in
the conviction that we can, before long,
aiTive at an overwhelming superiority
over Axis production.
This is the goal, this is the size of the
job clearly laid out for us in Presldant
Roosevelt's declaration of an unlimited
emergency.
President's declaration a turning point
I believe that that declaration was an
important turning point in the history
of our struggle for war production. Out
of it, I believe, is rapidly crj'stallizing the
conviction that many of us have held for
a long time: That a Nazi victory means
the end of the system the benefits of
which are so well exemplified in the
relations between Canada and the United
States—a system based upon a free, fair
interchange of goods and ideas—the only
system in history that has spread mental,
spiritual, and physical freedom and ma
terial well-being on all levels.
There are many ways in which you in
Canada and we In the United States can
cooperate and collate our efforts. The
groundwork for what should amount to a
joint war effort already is being laid, as
you well know. For many months we
have had our Joint defense board. Just
recently there has been appointed a co
ordinating committee for raw materials
which already has had one meeting In
Canada and will meet again in Wash
ington this week. You know of our de
pendence on Canada for nickel and you
know well the importance of that metal
in industrial activity. We are counting
on every ounce of aluminxun you can
spare us to keep our expanding aircraft
factories rolling faster and faster and
turning out more and more planes for the
Battle of Britain and the protection of
America—north and south.
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PURCHASES ...
Faster defense deliveries needed, says Nelson;
tells of efforts to renegotiate contracts
• We need more than a one-shift pro
gram—in other words, more than we are
doing now—for all-out defense and aid
to Britain, Donald M. Nelson, Director of
Purchases, OPM, said June 11. He de
scribed efforts to speed up deliveries by
renegotiating contracts. Excerpts from
his press conference follow;
Q. In your testimony before the House
the other day, the House Committee, you
spcke of the necessity for renegotiating
some of these contracts If the program
was to be expanded. I believe that
roughly was what it was.
A. That is right.
Q. I wonder what is being done to
wards renegotiating them.
Object is to speed up delivery date
A. Well, what has been done at pres
ent, we have been working with the
Ordnance Department and the Army to
find a way in which it can be done and
the Procurement officers can know how
to do it. You see, the reason I said they
have to be renegotiated now, suppose you
have been a manufacturer and you have
War Department contracts
June 5 Through 11
Defense contracts totaling $70,119,498
were awarded by the War Department
and cleared by the Division of Purchases,
OPM, during the Period June 5 through
June 11.
The Navy ceased to report individual
defense contracts on June 3. The Mari
time Commission had no contract awards
to report during the past week.
A compilation of War Department or
ders follows:
CONSTRUCTION
William Muirhead Construction Co..
Inc., Durham, N. C.; construction of
Quartermaster Depot, Charlotte, N. C.;
architects and engineers, Deitrick and
Olsen, Raleigh, N. C.; $2,757,828.
McKissick & McKlssick, Nashville.
Tenn.; construction of air base at Tus-
kegee, Ala.; architect, Hilyard R. Rob-
Inson, Washington, D. C.; $1,480,295.
taken an order, and you had a certain
delivery date you were trying to meet,
then you find you can do that with one
shift, you can meet that particular de
livery date. Well, now, if we ask you
to move the delivery date up 3 months
you have to put on a second shift, to do
subcontracting or do other things, and
that is going to cost you more money.
That is what I mean by renegotiating
the contract, so that you can speed up
the delivery date.
Q. Is it a fact that with exception ol
aircraft and certain very technical oper
ations like powder and TNT and toluol
and so forth that up to the present we
have a one-shift defense program?
A. Yes, I believe that that Is a fair
statement. I'd rather put it this way.
You certainly haven't got a three-shift
program.
Q. Does the defense piogi'am to meet
the needs have to be three-shift?
A. I honestly don't know how to an
swer that question because the Army has
to set their delivery dates. I don't know
how to answer that question. If you are
going to have an all-out program and de-
AIRCRAFT
Beech Aircraft Corporation, Wichita,
Kans.; airplanes and spare parts; $31,-
546.152.
Beech Aircraft Corporation, Wichita,
Kans.; airplanes and spare parts; $19,-
153,750.
Boeing Airplane Co., Stearman Air
craft Division, Wichita, Kans.; airplanes
and spare parts; $5,607,794.
EQUIPMENT ti SUPPLIES
Shell Oil Co., Inc., San Francisco,
Calif.; fuel; $981,750.
The B. G. Corporation, New York.
N. Y.; spark plugs; $516,146.40.
Sperry Gyroscope Co.. Inc., Brooklyn,




White Motor Co.. Cleveland, Ohio;
spare parts for vehicles; $3,582,197.92.
"Quick-Way" Truck Shovel Co., Den
ver, Colo.; truck-cranes, attachments and
trailers; $705,604.61.
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liver everything that this country can
possibly produce to aid Great Britain and
get ourselves ready to defend ourselves
against any possible enemy. I think you
need more than a one-shift program.
Q. You need more than we are doing
now, in other words?
A. Yes, need more than we are doing
now.
★ ★ ★
Ceiling imposed on hides
Price Schedule No. 9 setting ceiling
prices on all purchases and sales of
domestic hides, kips, and calfskins, in
cluding transactions in futures on the
Commodity Exchange effective June 16,
was issued last week by Leon Hender
son, Administrator, OPACS.
Issuance of the schedule Is expected
to check heavy forward buying of hides
and leather products based on unwar
ranted fears of a hide shortage.
Maximum prices for calfskins ara
established in terms of prices per pound
for those sold on Chicago market basis
and in terms of prices per skin for those
sold on the New York market basis. In
the former cases prices range from 20 Yg
cents to 27 cents per pound, while in
the latter case they range from $1.30 to
$4.60 per hide, depending upon weight.
Maximum price for kips is 20 cents per
pound.
The schedule provides that persons
who may have acquired hides, kips, or
calfskins and who have entered ixkto com
mitments for their sale prior to June 16
at prices higher than those established
in the schedule may make application to
OPACS to carry out such transactions,
provided that deliveries are completed
before August 15, 1941. Forms for mak
ing such applications may be procured
from OPACS.
Commissions of not more than 3 per
cent of the purchase price may be
charged for services of brokers in buying
or selling hides, kips, or calfskins.
The schedule also requires that rec
ords must be kept of sales and purchases
of one carload or more during any month
and that reports must be made monthly
to OPACS. The monthly reports must
contain a sworn statement that during
the month preceding the report all pur
chases were made in conformity with the
schedule. Persons complaining of hard
ship or inequity In operation of the sched
ule may apply to OPACS for relief.
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117 Certificates of Necessity for plant
expainsion issued May 16 through 31
Certificates of Necessity totaling 117
were Issued to 106 corporations from
May 16 to May 31, inclusive, the National
Defense Advisory Commission has an
nounced. These certificates were issued
in connection with the construction and
acquisition of new plant and manufac
turing facilities, the estimated cost of
which was $25,891,000.
This brings the total issued up to May
31 to 1,567, and the number of corpora
tions to 1,370. The cost of facilities cov
ered to date was estimated at $962,-
759,000.
A compilation of firms for the last half
of May, and estimated cost of facilities,
follows:
Air Preheater Corporation, New York. N. Y.;
regenerative air preheaters: #59,COO.
The Aluminum Cooking Utensil Co., Pitts
burgh, Pa.; aluminum forglngs and rivets;
$193,000.
Aluminum Ore Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.; alu
minum. aluminum fluoride, cryolite and
fluorspar; 8219,000.
American Air Filter Co., Inc., Louisville,
Ky.: air filters; $163,000.
American Barge Line Co., Cincinnati, Ohio;
transportation via water; 8309,000.
American Bearing Corporation, Indianapo
lis. Ind.; steel and brass bearings; 8110.000.
American Chain Si Cable Co., Inc., Bridge
port, Conn.; wire rope and chains; $116,000.
American Screw Products Corporation,
Newark, N. J.; screw machine products;
•11,000.
American Steel Foundries. Chicago, 111.;
castings and forgtngs; $19,000.
The American Toot Works Co.. Cincinnati,
Ohio; lathes and radial drUis; 8192.000.
Anaconda Wire Se Cable Co., New York,
N. Y.; shipboard cable; 817,000.
The Atchison, Topeka Se Santa Fe Ry. Co.,
Ttopeka, Kans.; transportation; 844,000.
Atlantic Basin Iron Works, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
•blp repairing: $396,000.
Auto-Ordnance Corporation. Bridgeport,
Conn.; guns and accessaries; 8221,000.
The Balkan Mining Co., Cleveland, Ohio;
iron ore; $100,000.
Bennett Mining Co., Cleveland, Ohio; Iron
ore; $100,000.
Bohn Aluminum & Brass Corporation, De
troit. Mich.; aluminum and brass; $77,000.
Bridgeport Thermostat Company, Inc.,
Bridgeport, Conn.; gun parts; $20,000.
Bryant Chucking Grinder Co., Springfield,
Vt.; grinders, connecting rods and tank mo
tors; $23,000.
Carnegie-IUlnoIs Steel Corporation. Pitts
burgh, Pa.; alloy and stainless steel products;
$3,425,000.
Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, 111.; road
machinery and engines; $592,000.
Tlie Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. Co., Cleveland,
Ohio; transportation; $4,231,000.
The Chicago Screw Co., Chicago, lU.; screw
maclUne products; $198,000.
Circular Tool Company. Inc., Providence.
R. I.; machine tools; $39,000.
The Cleveland Automatic Machine Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio; automatic screw machines;
$1,000.
Colt's Patent Fire Arms and Mfg. Co., Hart
ford. Conn.; guns: $242,000.
The Corbltt Co.. Henderson, N. C.; trucks;
$60,000.
Crete Mining Co., Cleveland, Ohio; iron ore;
$94,000.
Delaware Alloy Forge Co., Philadelphia, Pa.;
stainless steel, alloy and carbon steel lorg-
ings: $72,000.
The Dow Chemical Co.. Midland, Mich.;
hexachlorethane; 817,000.
The Electric Products Co., Cleveland, Ohio;
motor generators tor batteries; $41,000.
Farmers Grain Co., Bellwood, Nebr.; storage
of grain; $4,000.
Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster, Pa.; blast
ing machines, motors and generators; $11,000.
Firth-Sterling Steel Co.. McKeesport, Pa.;
machine tools; $33,000.
Food Machinery Corporation, Inc., San
Jose, Calif.; amphibian tractors: $34,000.
Foote Gear Works. Inc., Cicero, III.; gears;
$49,000.
Fcrd Instrument Co.. Inc., Long Island
City, N. Y.; gunfire control equipment;
$30,000.
The Pruehauf Trailer Co., Detroit, Mich,;
semi-trailers and accessories; $913,000.
General Cable Corporation, New York,
N. Y.: shipboard cable: $197,000.
General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.;
airplane and Diesel engine accessories and
chassis parts; $360,000.
General Steel Castings Corporation, Eddy-
stone, Pa.; tank hulls; $51,000.
Georgia Paper Stock Company, Inc., At
lanta. Ga.; baling sheet metal, $11,000.
Gibbs Underwear Co., Philadelphia, Pa.;
wool underwear: $38,000.
The C. L. Gougler Machine Co.. Kent, Ohio;
machine tools and airplane parts; 830,000.
Graham Mill & Elevator Co.. Fort Worth,
Tex.; storage of grain: $26,000.
Great Northern Railway Co., St. Paul, Minn ;
transportation; $276,000.
Greely Elevator Co., Great Falls. Mont.;
storage of grain; $42,000.
Hai't-Bartiett-Sturtevant Grain Co., Kansas
City, Mo.; storage and handling of grain;
$11,000.
Eartsburg Grain Coal & LumtKr Co., Harts-
burg. m.; storage of grain; $6,000.
Hobart Brothers Co., Troy, Ohio; genera
tors. welders, and air compressors: 8174.000.
Hoyt Mining Co., Cleveland, Ohio; iron
ore; $46,000.
I-T-E Circuit Breaker Co., Philadelphia,
Pa.; electrical accessories: $319,000.
Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad Co., New York.
N. Y-; transportation; $37,000.
The Johnston & Jennings Co., Cleveland,
Ohio; machine parts for machine tools;
$12,000.
Jones Se Laughlln Steel Corporation, Pitts-
bxu-gh. Pa.; chemicals; $250,000.
ETansas City Terminal Railway Co., Kansas
City, Mo.; water supply; $5,000.
King Machine Tool Co.. Cincltmati, Ohio;
machine tools; $42,000.
Knoxvllle Power Co,. Pittsburgh. Pa.: water
for production of aluminum; $382,000.
Lake Superior & Ishpeming RJt. Co., Cleve
land. Ohio; transportation: $256,000.
The LaPointe Machine Tool Co.. Hudson,
Mass.; machine tools; $34,000.
Lelburneau Company of Georgia, Toccoa,
Ga.; machining of shells; $29,000.
Mahoning Ore & Steel Co., Cleveland, Ohio;
iron ore: $278,000.
Martin Dyeing & Finishing Co., Bridgeton,
N. J.; dyeing and finishing material; $244,000.
McCuiloch Engineering Cotporatlon. Mil
waukee, Wis-: supercharges for engines:
$315,000.
Moore Machinery Co., San Francisco, Calif.;
machine tools; $79,000.
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Motor Generator Corporation. Troy, Ohio;
generator assembly and parts; $74,000.
Murchey Machme & Tool Co., Detroit,
Mich.; machine tools; $20,000.
National Electric Products Corporation,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; shipboard cable; $115,000.
The National Supply Co.. Torrance, Calif;
airplane parts; $222,000.
Hie New Britain Machine Co., New Britain,
Conn.; machine tools; $366,000.
New England High Carbon Wire Co.. Mil-
bury, Mass.; spring wire; $184,000.
Norfolk Sc Western Ry. Co., Roanoke, Va.;
transportation: $769,000.
The North Electric Mfg. Co., Gallon, Ohio;
telephone accessories; $117,000.
The Oster Manufacturing Co., Cleveland,
Ohio; machine tools; $21,000.
Pacific Carbide & Alloys Co., Portland,
Oreg.; calcium carbide; $122,000.
The Paterson-Leltch Co., Cleveland, Ohio;
steel doors and frames; $12,000.
Pittsburgh Forglngs Co., Coraopoiis, Pa.;
steel forglngs; $199,000,
Potash Company of America. Carlsbad,
N. Mex.: muriate of potash; $660,000.
The Producto Machine Co., Bridgeport,
Conn.; machine tools; $22,000.
Providence Wool Combing Co., Inc., Provi
dence. R. I-: wool tops: $58,000.
Rehnberg-Jacobson Mfg. Co., Inc., Rock-
ford, HI.; machine tools; $7,000.
Reliance Electric Sc Engineering Co., Cleve-
land, Ohio; electric motors, generators, and
gearmotors; $221,000,
The Resinous Products Se Chemical Co.,
Inc., Philadelphia. Pa.; tego resin film;
$24,000.
Robblns & Myers, Inc., Springfield, Ohio;
navigation Instrument parts; $87,000.
Rotary File Co., Stratford. Corm.; machine
tools for airplane manufacturing: $16,000.
Ryan Aeronautical Co., Lindbergh Field,
San Diego, Calif.: training of pilots; $10,000.
8 K F Industries, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.;
ball and roller bearings; $156,000.
Semet-Solvay Co.. New York, N. Y.; cresota,
ammonia, and light oil; $4,210,000.
Shenango Pottery Co., New Castle, Pa.:
chinaware: $70,000.
Shepard Nlles Crane & Hoist Corporation,
Montour Palls, N. Y.; electric cranes and
hoists; $96,000.
Shuler Axle Company, Inc., Louisville. Ky.;
axie assembliss. brakes, and forgings; $14,000.
Southern Gas Line. Inc., Monroe. La.; nat-
lual gas service: $426,000.
Splcer Manufacturing Corporation, Toledo,
Ohio; transmissions, clutches, and universal
Joints; $145,000.
Standard Parachute Corporation, San
Diego, Calif.; parachutes and parts: $1,000.
B. P. Sturtevant Co., Hyde Park, Boston,
Mass.; parts for naval vessels: $75,000.
Summerill Tubing Co., Bridgeport, Pa.;
steel tubing: $249,000.
Triumph Explosives, Inc., Elkton. Md.;
bombs; 899,000.
U. S. Electrical Motors. Inc., Los Angeles,
Calif.; electric motors; $326,000.
United States Rubber Co., New York. N. T.;
tires and plant protection; 814,000.
Wabash Railway Co., St. Louis. Mo.; trans
portation; $17,000.
Waldorf Mechanical Laboratories, Inc., New
York. N. Y.; compasses and range finder parts;
$6,000.
Walker Brothers, Conshohocken, Pa.; con-
diUts, ducts and fittings; $160,000.
O. S. Walker Co., Inc., Worcester, Mass.;
machine tools; $5,000.
The Weilman Engineering Co., Cleveland.
Ohio; design and 'manufacture heavy equip
ment: $35,000.
Western Oklahoma Gas Co., Fort Smith,
Ark.; natural gas; $389,000.
Wes-Tex Grain & Milling Co., Inc., Plain-
view, Tex.; storage of grain; $18,000.
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AND CIVILIAN SUPPLIES . . .
Freight car building and repair put first
in allocatiixo: materials for civilian use
Moving to meet the impending short
age in railroad freight cars, Leon Hen
derson, Administrator, OfBce of Price
Administration and Civilian Supply, on
June 9 promulgated a Civilian Allocation
Frogi'am covering ciaterlal and equip
ment aecessaiy for construction or repair
of railroads, mine, and industrial freight
cars.
The program provides that all deliv
eries of equipment and material neces
sary for the construction and repair of
freight cars shall be given preference
over all material and equipment going
into any other civilian use, subject only
to a prior preference on deliveries for
all such material and equipment as may
be required under contracts with the
United States or any Department or
Agency thereof.
Freight cars first after military
Effect of this program will be to as
sure freight car builders of first call on
steel and other requii-ed materials and
equipment after military and other Gov
ernment needs are taken care of. Ac
tion was taken under the authority of
OPACS to allocate residual supplies of
scarce materials among competing civil
ian demands after needs of the arma
ment program are satisfied.
Administrator Henderson pointed out
in announcing the program that the
railroads are faced during the peak load
ing period this fall with the heaviest
Oi! company asked to
postpone price increase
standard Oil Company of Ohio was
asked, in a telegram sent June 10 by
OPACS Administrator Henderson, to
postpone, pending a discussion with
OPACS officials, an announced Increase
of Vt. cent a gallon in Diesel, tractor,
and furnace oil.
The increase was to become effective
June 11. The position of OPACS is that
the increase is due to an unusual de
mand situation for the types of oil in
volved rather than to an Increase in cost.
For that reason it is believed that the
Increase should not be carried out unless
additional substantiating factors can be
shown by the company.
volume of freight traffic in recent years
as a result of the combined impetus of
armament and civilian activity.
Because of this fact the railroads are
now undertaking to expand their supply
of roiling stock. They had approxi
mately 73,000 cars on order May 1 which
should be built this year. In order to
accomplish this and to avoid a serious
rail transportation bottleneck it is es
sential that construction of these freight
cars and repair of bad-order cars be
speeded by every means possible.
Steel particularly affected
The civilian allocation program for
freight cars will affect particularly the
distribution of available suppDes of steel
and its products since they constitute a
major part of the materials required in
freight car construction. It is estimated
that an average of 20 tons of steel are
required for each freight car built.
Completion this year of all the freight
cars on order May 1 would require around
1,400,000 tons of steel.
The need for additional rolling stock is
coming at a time when the armament
program is placing heavy demands on the
steel industry. Even though the indus
try is operating at capacity there is not
enough steel being produced to satisfy
both military and all civilian needs.
The giving of preference to freight car
construction, therefore, will necessarily
mean some curtailment for other civilian
uses.
Action for gasoline ceiling
put off to July 1
Action looking to a reduction in the
price of California crude oil and of gas
oline to the May 22 level will be post
poned until July 1, Administrator
Henderson announced June 9, after a
meeting between OPACS officials and oil
producers in San Francisco June 7.
In the Interim OPACS officials will re
view the record of the meeting and other
data which small high-cost producers
and others may submit. This action was
taken at the request of Dr. J. K. Gal-
bralth, who conducted the meeting. A
telegram to this effect was sent to Indus
try representatives on the West Coast.
Paper board producers agree
to stabilize prices
Leading producers in the paper board
Industry have agreed Individually with
OPACS to a price policy which should
assure stability in this field for the re
mainder of the year. Administrator
Henderson announced June 12.
It has been agreed that prices will be
stabilized at not exceeding a oaaximiim
of $42.50 per ton for chip board. $57.30
per ton for single manila-lined board, and
$72.50 per ton on wliite patent coated
uewsboard. Uiiless unusual and now un
foreseeable increases in cost make this
policy impossible. Prices for oiher
grades of paper board will be at the usual
differentials from these base prices and
tte customary quantity diSerentials for
the Midwest will apply. These prices
are maximum and producers may sell at
lower base or net prices if they wish. It
is expected that this agreement will put
an end to the present practice of placing
orders on a "when delivered" price basis
Instead of a "current" price basis.
To ask aid of waste-paper iadnstry
In order to aid paper board producers
Jn maintaining the present level of
prices. Administrator Henderson agreed
to ask leaders in the waste-paper industry
to assist in developing price stability in
that market since waste paper is an im
portant raw material in paperboard man
ufacture.
★ * *
Coffee men, OPACS ofiicials
explore supplies and prices
Representatives of all branches of the
coffee trade met June 12 with OPACS
officials. All phases of the present coffee
situation were thoroughly explored.
It was pointed out by the Government
representatives that stocks of coffee In
the United States are at record levels
and more than adequate to cover re
quirements for the remainder of the
quota year ending September 30.
While present stocks are not evenly
distributed over the trade, it was made
clear by OPACS representatives that this
condition would not be permitted to in
crease coffee prices at the expense of
consumers.
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Styles, Models, and Colors
To Be Reduced
Retailers together with manufacturers
and representatives of consumers will
shortly have the job of sitting down and
deciding for certain lines of consumers
goods what styles, models, and colors can
best be eliminated. This step toward
simplification has been announced by
Donald M. Nelson. Director of Purchases
in the Office of Production Management,
as a means of getting greater efBciency
out of the industrial machine for the pro
duction of both defense and consumer
goods.
It develops that work along this line
will be started in a few weeks. In fact, a
beginning has been made in the work of
the Conservation Section of the Pro
duction Division, OPM. Already paint
manufacturers have done much to sim
plify their lines and to ma'se economies
in production. Studies of simplification
will be started in those industries where
it appears that additional production for
either defense or civilian needs or both
are most needed.
The Retailers' Advisory Committee in
dicates that it is heartily in favor of this
move. Retail executives have pointed
out that one of the advantages of sim
plification will be a sizeable reduction in
the Inventories which it will be necessary
to carry. It is probable that the first
consumer goods lines to be considered for
simplification will be small tools, hard
ware, and power tools.
Important economies are possible, it
has been pointed out, through the re
duction in the number of styles, colors,
and models. The average store, Mr. Nel
son said, may be carrying 27 colors of
blankets. By reducing the number of
colors to 7 the blanket production ma
chinery could be used more efficinntly for
the production of blankets for defense
and for civilian use. While the selection
of colors would be more limited i he total
number of blankets produced could be
Increased. In the same way, in case of
necessity, the number of models of radios
might be reduced winhout any sacrifice
from the consumer but with the advan
tage of increased production. Even in
automobiles it is indicated that there is
room for simplification. This simplifi
cation work it is indicated, may include
eventually, depending upon the need.
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clothing as well as other articles of con
sumer use.
Under ordinary circumstances simplifi
cation or the curtailment of some kinds
of producWon, if accomplished by ar
rangement within an industry might
constitute a violation of the antitrust
laws. The policy of the Department of
Justice on this point has been outlined by
Attorney General Robert H. Jackson in
a letter to John Lord O'Brian, general
counsel, OPM. In general it Is indicated
that acts done in compliance with the
specific requests of OPM or OPACS
and approved by their general counsels
in accordance with the procedure de
scribed in the letter will not be viewed
as a violation of the antitrust laws.
Priorities Critical List
Includes Consumer Goods
While a considerable number of con
sumer goods lines are Included in the
latest revised and expanded Priorities
Critical List, as issued by the Division of
Priorities, OPM, it should not be under
stood that a shortage exists or impends
on these items. The issuance of this list
is a precautionary measure which makes
it possible for Army and Navy contract
ing officers automatically to assign pref
erence rating certificates which will
assure prompt delivery for military pur
poses.
In a number of lines the Army pur
chases are well ahead of schedule.
Should deliveries be slow or an emergency
situation arise, it will now be possible for
the defense officials to demand and get
prompt delivery.
The following are the consumer goods
on the list, which is subject to revision
once each month (materials appearing
on the list for the first time are
italicized);
Bags: sleeping; batteries: radio; blan
kets: wool; borax; boric acid; cameras:
motion picture and still; caps: field and
winter; watch; cloth: rubberized, wool,
dark blue melton or kersey, O. D., flan
nel. cotton, twill, toind resista7it, khaki;
clothing: uniforms, hospital, mechanics;
cordage and twine: flax, silk; cotton:
canvas duck, webbing, cotton linters;
drawers: woolen, half-wool, half cotton;
gloves: leather, wool: leggings: canvas;
magazines: small arm ammunition;
mattress, all types; small arms: all types
and calibers: socks: woolen, cotton-wool;
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tools: hand, precision, portable; under-
wear: half cotton, half wool.
Transportation
The OPACS program of June 9, giving
deliveries of material and equipment
necessary for freight car construction
preference over material and equipment
for other civilian uses, focuses attention
on the peak transportation loads ex
pected this fall.
The increased trarisportation load re
sulting from the defense program will
coincide with the Increased agricultural
load from the movement of summer and
fall crops and with the Increased demand
for transportation facilities from pro
ducers of consumer goods, responding to
expanded consumer purchasing power.
Shippers of consumer goods can im
prove the situation to some extent by
pursuing the recommendations of Ti-ans-
portatlon Commissioner Ralph Budd on
prompt loading and unloading, discon
tinuing the use of freight cars for storage
purposes, and seeking heavier loading of
freight cars as near maximum capacity
£is possible. Producers and distnbutors
of consumer goods would also do well to
explore the possibilities of alternative
truck and water shipment in their areas,
within the limits possible under the In
creased ioad now being borne by those
carriers.
In addition to the heavier loads being
carried, many major railroads aie carry
ing substantially longer hauls than in
1940. This trend is due to the produc
tion requirements of the defense program
and in part to the establishment of mili
tary cantonments at long distances from
major sources of supply. IndicatlDns
are that the trend to longer hauls will
continue, resulting In a slower turn
around in freight car use and thus Im
posing an additional burden on railroad
traffic.
These factors Indicate the possibility
of a somewhat tight situation for ship
pers of consumer goods in the fall. In
particular, shippers who require special
freight car equipment may face difficul
ties until the freight car building pro
gram is further along.
The increased utilization of the South
east as a source of lumber supply will
place a further load on transportation
facilities. Some carriers in that section
of the country already have no surplus
of freight cars of any kind. Chicago and
Omaha meat shippers are feeling some
tightness in the supply of refrigerator
cars for dressed meats. Grand Rapids,
Memphis and High Point, N. C., furniture
shippers are reported now facing & tight
situation in box-car supply.
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Coal consumers urged to buy at summer
price, relieve future strain on transport
Buy winter coal now at low summer
prices, consumers of bituminous coal,
particularly domestic users, were advised
last week by the Office of the Bituminous
Coal Consumers' Counsel. The advice
was given endorsement by Director
General Knudsen, Office of Produc
tion Management; Ralph Budd, Defense
Transportation Commissioner; Leon
Henderson, Administrator, Office of Price
Administration and Civilian Supply; and
Harriet Elliott, OPACS Assistant Admin
istrator in charge of the Consumer
Division.
Summer buying and storage of coal is
advocated as a direct and substantial aid
to national defense, provided the prices
at which the coal Is being offered are not
out of line with last winter's prices less
the usual summer discoimts.
Summer purchases of domestic-size
coals should be more economical for
many consumers because of seasonal dis
counts, it was pointed out. Tlie mini
mum mine prices set under the Coal Act
provide for seasonal discounts on domes
tic coals produced in Districts 4, 7, 8.
10. and 13 (Ohio, Southern West Vir
ginia, Virginia, Eastern Kentucky, Illi
nois, Alabama, and Tennessee), which
totaled approximately 40,000,000 tons In
1940, about half of the total domestic
requirements of the country.
American tankers not carrying
for Axis or Japan, check shows
The Maritime Commission announced
June 14 that a current check of its
records shows that American owned or
controlled tankers are not carrying oil
directly or indirectly to Germany, Italy,
or Japan.
This record excepts the activities of
five tankers registered under the Ger
man flag and five registered under the
Italian flag. Owners of these tankers
have been unable to exercise control
over their movements during the last
year and one-half and have no authentic
reports on their activities. A solitary
ship under another foreign registry is
completing a voyage to Japan under a
contract arranged some time ago. Upon
completion of this voyage the vessel will
be required for other trades.
The Commission reports that it ii
Purchasing and storing of substantial
tonnages during the summer will lighten
the peak that movement of crops and
national defense production will throw
upon the transport system beginning
next September. It Is hoped to step up
the summer movement of domestic coal
by at least 8 million tons.
The present bituminous coal mine pro
duction capacity is estimated to be in
exce.ss of 570,000,000 tons per year. The
maximiam requirements now estimated




the Consumers' Counsel's appeal, said:
"The chief headache in the bituminous
coal situation—and it is a serious one—
is to see to it that this bulk commodity,
which is more than 30 percent of the
total rail traffic of the Nation, Is moved
from the mines to the consumers with a
minimum interference with the move
ment of other commodities that must be
moved if national defense is to be ac
celerated without Interruption. Every
coal consumer who has the storage space
and the money can do his bit for the
Nation by ordering and taking delivery
during the summer months. Orders
should be placed now and delivery taken
as soon as producers, distributors, and
retailers can move the coal."
cooperating closely with Petroleum Coor
dinator Ickes, and that the Commission's
control over transportation will be
exerted in the interests of Inter-Ameri





Appointment of Ralph K. Davies, Cali
fornia oil executive, as deputy coordi
nator has been announced by Petroleum
Coordinator Ickes, with President Roose
velt's approval.
Deputy Coordinator Davies is being re
lieved by the Standard Oil Company of
California to serve during the emergency
and will devote his effort to fiUl time
work for the Government.
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Ickes forecasts early decision
on East Coast oil restrictions
Excerpts from the June 12 press con
ference of Harold L. Ickes, Petroleum Co
ordinator for National Defense:
Q. About how much of an oil 8U{^ly
do we have now?
A. On the East Coast?
Q. Yes; on the East Coast. How long
will it take for the present supply to run
out?
A (to Ralph K. Davies, deputy co
ordinator) . How long would you say?
Mr. Davies. About a month.
Q. That 3s not taking into considera
tion our continuing movement of oil and
gasoline products to the East Coast?
A. We have approximately 50 fewer
tankers to keep that going. In a steady
decline you are going to reach a point
where there is going to be a pinch unless
we can make up that loss of transporta
tion facilities.
"Pinch" coming this year
Q. If the present rate of inventory de
clined. how long will it be before a pinch
is felt?
A (to an associate). Have you figured
that out? (Reply: In the third and
fourth quarters of the present year.)
Q. What assurance have we that we
will get oil, sir, for heating?
A. Well, I think that if we have to
make a choice we can get enough of
either oil or gasoline to the Atlantic
coast, aud if there has to be a choice, I
think it is more Important that people
be kept warm in winter.
Q. That choice will have to be made
very quickly, won't it?
A. I will have to check on it.
Q. You think within a week or 2 weeks,
sir, you will have the whole thing
straightened out?
A. Yes; I think so.
Q. Then you will know what restric
tions will be necessary?
A. Yes.
Q. Do your studies now Indicate that
restrictions on the East Coast are In
evitable?
A. They appear to me to be so. Mr.
Davies may not agree with that. May
I ask the same question of him?
Mr. Davies. I do agree with that, as of
today • • • I think that there is
a possibility that the petroleum coordi
nator will be able to—well, I won't say
avert, but at least greatly lessen, the
strain of the shortage as it appears today.
Q. As of today, restrictions appear in
evitable?
Mr. Davies, That's right.
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AGRICULTURE...
U, S. moves to grow castor seed supply
for use- if ship shortage stops imports
Uniorviaiion jurnished by OMce of Agricultural Defense Relations,
U. S. Department of Agriculture)
An emergency castor bean seed pro
duction program, designed ultimately to
furnish this country with a supply of
adapted seed stocks in the event defense
deveJopments should make it expedient
to increase domestic castor oil produc-
tion in 1942, has been launched by the
Department of Agriculture.
The program will be limited to 11
counties in the black-land area north
and south of Dallas, Tex. It will be
carried out in cooperation with the Texas
Power & Light Co., which has most of
the available adapted seed stocks as well
as technical information acquired in its
expeiiments with castor beans as a pos
sible new crop in the agricultural terri
tory the company serves. The company
Is donating the seed and the services of
some of its technical personnel.
To be exemptedfrom deductions
Under the seed program, it is contem
plated that approximately 1,700 acres of
castor beans will be planted in the Texas
counties of Bell, Collin, Dallas, Ellis, Fan-
nin, Grayson, Hill, Lamar, Navarro, Mc-
Lennan, and Van Zandt. To encourage
the planting of castor beans, fanners
cooperating in the Agricultural Adjust
ment Administration program in the 11
Texas counties will be offered ZVz cents
a pound for cleaned seed and will be ex
empted from deductions from their 1941
Agricultural Conservation Program pay
ments for excess soil-depleting acreage
equal to five acres or 5 percent of the
cropland, whichever is the greater, where
the excess is due to the planting of castor
beans.
With normal production, 1,700 acres
should produce approximately 1,500,000
pounds of beans. This is enough seed
to plant from 250,000 to 300,000 acres in
the event it becomes necessary to do so.
An acreage of 250,000 acres of castor
beans would produce from 55,000,000 to
80,000,000 pounds of oil depending on
Seasonal conditions.
Strictly a defense measure
Secretary of Agriculture Claude R.
Wickard emphasized that the castor
bean seed program is "strictly a defense
measure made advisable by the possi
bility of the lack of shipping to bring in
our normal requirements of txmg oil
from China and castor beans from Brazil
and India."
Should import as long as possible
"So long as we can continue to import
our castor bean needs," the Secretary
said, "there will be no necessity for at
tempting to produce castor beans in this
country on a commercial scale. Techni
cal experts say it would be virtually im
possible for domestic castor beans to
compete with the imported beans on a
price basis. In addition, it is highly de
sirable that we continue as a part of our
'good neighbor' program to purchase
from Brazil and other South American
countries those products which we do
not normally grow In this country.
"So far this year, our imports of cas
tor beans, chiefly from Brazil with a
small amount from India, are larger
than last year's Importations, being 118,-
000,000 pounds in the first 4 months of
1941 compared with 81,000,000 during the
same 4 months In 1940. Unless the
shipping situation becomes so acute that
we are forced to turn to domestic pro
duction of castor beans, even though un
economic, there will be no need to use
the seed supply we are seeking this year.
On the other hand, it seems highly de
sirable at least to have enough adapted
seed on hand in this country in the event
defense needs should require that we
launch an effective domestic produc
tion program. International develop
ments during the next 6 months will de
termine whether an enlarged acreage
should be grown In 1942."
Used chiefly for paints
Dehydrated castor oil Is now used
chiefly as a drying oil by the paint, var
nish, and allied industries. Dehydrated
castor oil can be used as an acceptable
substitute for some of the important
purposes for which tung oil is now
needed, a substitution of great impor
tance since the imports of tung oil have
been sharply reduced by war in China.
Conservation program changed
to get more soybeans this year
To avoid undue depletion of vegetable
oil stocks and to insure ample supplies for
defense as well as normal requirements,
the Department of Agricultm'e has an
nounced changes in provisions of the
agricultural conservation program to
encourage increased production this year
of soybeans for oil.
Department officials pointed out that
the flow of supplies from some of the
normal sources of fats and oils has been
Interrupted due to war conditions.
Although the situation Is not expected to
be serious in 1941-42, they said, some in
crease In domestic production of fats and
oils in 1941 may be necessary to provide a
normal volimie for consumption without
a material reduction in stocks.
Although a relatively strong market is
expected to be maintained as a result of
increasing domestic demand, the Depart
ment wiU utilize its available resources to
provide price support to AAA cooperators
for soybeans.
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10,500,000 bushels of corn
to be stored in Northeast
The Department of Agriculture has an
nounced that the Commodity Credit
Corporation is moving corn out of the
Middle West for storage In Buffalo, Al
bany, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and other
eastern cities with a view to maintaining
ample corn reserves in that section of
the country to meet all immediate needs.
The Department announced that 10.-
500,000 bushels would be in storage in
this area and that about half of this
amount is already in storage there or in
transit.
Movement of corn into this area serves
a threefold purpose, the Department said.
First, it assures feeders, dairymen, poul-
trymen, and consumers In the North
eastern territory of a reserve feed sup
ply which will guard against any trans
portation shortage which might develop
due to the defense effort; second, it will
provide consumers in that area with corn
at fairly stable price levels, and third, it
will clear out space now occupied in the
Middle West and needed for the storage
of the new wheat crop.
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HOUSING...
Defense housing ranks with planes,
tanks, and guns, Inventory specikers hold
High Government oScials, headed by
Vice President Henry A. Wallace, led dis
cussions on the "National Housing In
ventory" at the convention Wednesday
and Thursday last week of the National
Committee on the Housing Emergency, at
the Mayflower Hotel, V7ashington, D. C.
Mrs. Samuel I. Rosenman of New York
City, chairman of the committee, opened
the meeting on Wednesday and was fol
lowed by William S. Elnudsen, Director
General of the OfBce of Production Man
agement; Charles F. Palmer, Coordinator
of Defense Housing; H. Stewart McDon
ald, Deputy Federal Loan Administrator;
Herbert U. Nelson, executive vice presi
dent of the National Association of Real
Estate Boards: James Twohy, Governor,
Home Loan Bank Board: Earl B.
Schwulst, executive vice president, Bow
ery Savings B£ink, New York City:
Robert L. Davison, Director of Housing
Research, Pierce Foundation: Lawrence
G. McNeil, president. McNeil Construc
tion Company: John M. Carmody, Fed
eral Worlcs Administrator: Mayor Cor
nelius D. Scully of Pittsburgh: Coleman
Woodbury, director. National Associa
tion of Housing OfScials, and Karl Bor
ders. cliief of Rent Section, Office of Price
Administration and Civilian Supply.
Vice President Wallace closed the session
at a dinner meeting Tliursday, June 12,
with an address on "Housing for the
Nation's Defense, Present and Future."
A Committee on Recommendations,
composed of Hugh R, Pomeroy, chair
man, Harold S. Buttenheim, Thomas S.
Holden, H. Tracy Kneeland, Loula Lasker
Albert Mayer, and Coleman Woodbury,
reported that adequate housing for work
ers in defense industries is as much a
part of the defense establisliment of the
Nation as are cantonments for the armed
forces or factory buildings in which to
produce defense materials.
Can be valuable commcnity asset
The report stated: "Such defense hous
ing must be provided without delay and,
if properly located, planned, and con
structed, need not create future com
munity burdens, but can in most places
be made a valuable asset. In communi
ties where housing surpluses may exist
after the emergency, a logical and de
sirable means of eliminating the surplus
would consist of getting rid of existing
substandard dwellings rather than scrap
ping the defense housing.
"The difficulties attendant upon such
a program are obvious. • • • They
call for searching study, competent plan
ning, and effective programming. By
these means, new building during the
present emergency presents an oppor
tunity to do community replanning, to
rid older sections of blight, and to insure
stability for new development. • • •
It should provide the means for overhaul
ing and rejuvenating our communities
and defeating obsolescence and decay."
The Committee recommended that
wherever operating local housing au
thorities exist the responsibility for the
design and construction of public defense
housing projects should be delegated to
them.
Rent legislation needed in some areas
Rent control legislation was said to be
no substitute for an adequate and bal
anced housing program nor a remedy for
a shortage of housing. However, it was
stated that in an emergency economy
subject to priorities and price controls,
it seemed impossible to avoid such legis
lation in some areas as a preventive of
exploitation of rising living costs and of
inflationary tendencies.
Excerpts from the speeches follow:
MR. WALLACE
The fact that we aie now producing
about four times as much in the way of
defense materials as we did a year ago at
this time has had an enormously stimu
lating effect on the great majority of
our farmers, workers, and businessmen.
Our effort so far has been easy and
rather painless, and for the most part
we have merely been putting idle indus
trial capacity and men to work rather
than building new factories. By produc
ing more guns we have made a greater
market for butter, automobiles, houses,
and house furnishings.
"First thinss first"
The honeymoon of wartime prosperity
will not last forever. Sooner or later
higher taxes will begin to eat into the
purchasing power of most of us while at
the same time we begin to see how de
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fense needs are restricting our freedom of
purchase. Oxu- battle cry during the
months immediately ahead must be.
"First things first!"
Certain types of housing desei've to
rank with the speedy building of bomb
ers and ships. Other types of housing
may need to wait until the war is over.
We want to use our Federal Housing,
United States Housing, and all the other
federal organizations, in cooperation with
the private agencies, to build as rapidly as
possible the houses which are necessary
to take care of the defense workers.
Prom now on, until peace comes, there
will be as much need for the various
housing agencies holding down on the
wrong kind of house-building as for
stimiilating the building of houses where
they are most needed. Perhaps new
housing of the luxury or higher-income
type can be curtailed in favor of housing
essential for decent living conditions for
defense workers and low-income groups.
In this great effort there is no room for
inefficiency or for conflicts which inter
fere with defense action. The job is big
enough to keep all the private and public
housing organizations busy in the de
fense areas and they will not measure
up to their opportunity unless there is
the utmost of harmonious cooperation.
National unity demands that the various
housing agencies pull together as they
have never pulled before. Every dis
agreement among ourselves is a free gift
to Hitler.
M3. PALMER
The fact is that we have met only one
major obstacle—a failure on the part of
some of the varied interests with whom
we have to deal to recognize that there
exists not only a "housing emergency"
but a national emergency so grave in
its implications that no man can now
foresee what the future holds.
Some businessmen can see beautiful
mirages of profits in one direction and
grave risks to their percent in the other.
There are even some in labor who ask
for the moon and complain when they
get less. The Government agencies
sniff the fresh smell of power and pres
tige. Some housing experts confuse
their blueprints of Utopian communities
with actual working drawings.
On May 27 the President declared a
state of unlimited emergency. In ef
fect, what he solemnly told the American
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people is that the economy of this coun
try must now be put upon a war basis.
That means the end of business as usual.
It means the end of soft living and softer
thinking.
Defense housing a material of war
First things will soon come first in
every field. Certainly it is better to have
fifteen $3,000 homes for defense workers
where and when needed than one $45,000
home, desirable though such a home
may be for one who can afford it under
normal circumstances.
We must plan as fair and easy a sys
tem of priorities as possible but we must
see that essential defense housing gets
material next in line after twmbers. De
fense housing is just as much material
of war as planes, tanks, and guns. It
may even be necessary to make a tight
and narrow definition of defense housing
and restrict other building.
In anticipation of exhausting all pres
ent approprlatifins for federally financed
defense housing construction, and tliis
is expected within the next week, we
expect to go back to the Congress for
a substantial authorization to carry out
this portion of the program.
Some reports to us indicate it may
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be necessary to authorize immediately
$500,000,000 more for the public con
struction of 123,000 homes to be used
as needed through suitable appropria
tions from time to time. We already
have the data to support these needs.
In addition, it may become necessary
to urge that mortgage lending on resi
dential construction be curtailed in non-
defense areas, and that such curtailment
be applied to higher-cost building even
in defense areas.
Four possibilities
The following procedures are possi
bilities;
(a) Encourage the use of substitute
building materials instead of those
which are essential to other phases of
the defense program.
(b) When necessary, apply priorities
on residential construction to give pref
erence to defense housing needs.
(c) Utilize available machinery to ob
viate unreasonable advance in cost to
residential construction.
(d) Expand Title VI of the National
Housing Act to encourage further pri
vate building in defense areas in order
to bold as nearly as possible to the
present high level of privately financed
1,019 defense homes completed in week
ended June 7; contracts awarded for 2,366
Homes totalling 2,366 for civilian
workers and enlisted personnel were
placed under construction contract, and
1,019 were completed, the week ended
June 7, C. P. Palmer, Coordinator of the
Defense Housing Program, has an
nounced.
Among the locations included in the
large number of units placed under con
struction contract is Clark Township,
N. J., where 700 units for civilian work
ers are to be constructed through the
office of the Federal Works Administra
tor. Buffalo, N. Y., reported 594 units
to be built by the United States Housing
Authority, and Greenbelt, Md., reported
152 to be built by the Farm Security
Administration, both for housing civilian
workers and their families.
Mauy sections report progress
Completions were reported for many
sections of the country. Among these
were 171 units for civilian workers and
enlisted personnel at Bremerton, Wash.,
200 units for civilian workers at Corpus
Christ!, Tex., and 124 units for civilian
workers at Rock Island, DL
Other developments for the week in
cluded the assignment of contracts for
526 dormitory units for single civilian
workers employed at the navy yard in
Vallejo, Calif. Under the temporary
shelter program, 160 trailer units for
aircraft workers were reported completed
in San Diego, and SO more were placed
under construction contract for ord
nance workers at Ravenna-Warren,
Ohio.
14,293 family units completed
The total number of family dwelling
units reported completed as of June 7
has now reached 14,293. These units are
located in 55 localities of 26 States and
Territories. Of this number, 7,530 are
for civilian workers, and 6.763 are for
enlisted personnel.
Construction contracts have been
awarded for a total of 66.840 units, of
which 23,135 are for enlisted men and
43,705 for civilian workers.
Allocations, as of June 7, stood at a
total of 96.753 family dwelling xmits. Of
this number, 27.590 are for enlisted per
sonnel and 69,163 for civilian workers.
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construction in spite of the increasing
difficulties which are anticipated.
Altogether, it now looks as if there
is a minimum need for total residential
construction during the fiscal year 1942
(that is July 1, 1941, to June 30, 1942)
of 625,000 units. Of this number 525,-
000 should go into defense areas. Of
the 525,000 to go into defense areas
probably 125,000 should be built with
Government funds, leaving 400,000 to
be supplied by private Industry.
MR. KNUDSEN
When we came down here last June,
we, of course, were all occupied with
how to find factories and find them quick,
how to find people and find them
quick • • •
There are two sides of this problem:
The first is the construction stage where
a plant is being constructed with build
ing-trade mechanics—fellows that oper
ate scrapers moving dirt, fixing concrete,
etc., and that crew is used to shifting for
itself for awhile. But the force that Is
going to operate the plant—that is the
most important part. That is the most
important part of the plant itself, be
cause they are the ones who turn out the
goods.
I would like to tell you that the work
man who is away from his home isn't
happy; he isn't the best kind of a work
man. He is always worrying about what
is happening to the folks back home, and
they are worrying about what is hap
pening to him.
1 don't care whether a man gets a
100 thousand dollars a year or whether
he gets 18, or 20, or 30 dollars a week—
his efficiency, his value to the concern
that he is working for, is absolutely in
direct proportion to the standard of his
family life and his family comfort.
So I think I have harassed Mr. Palmer
quite a lot in the beginning. He always
took it with patience and got action as
fast as anybody that I had around. He's
got a large-sized job ahead of him—so
have the rest of us—but I am quite sure
that if he tackles it with the idea of
having comfort with standardization and
low cost, not only will we get more
houses but we will get them quicker, and
I think that is important.
MR. McDONALD
You have asked me to discuss with you
what private industry has been doing in
the matter of housing for defense work
ers. Fortunately, I have before me the
figures which will answer that question.
The Defense Commission under the
present emergency was set up on July 1,
29
1840. A year has practically passed, and
this has been a year of tremendous ac
tivity throughout the United States in
the construction of small homes. Indeed,
these 12 months following the set-up of
the Defense Commission and only esti
mating the next 3 weeks, if you will allow
me to, will account for the construction
of approximately 500.000 single-family
homes, which is a high record for tills
country, and for the first time exceeds
the average in small home construction
of the big years from 1926 to 1929.
No shirking of private capital
Of these 500,000 single-family homes
being built during this emergency period,
over 80 percent or more than 400,000 of
them have been constructed entirely by
private capital, and half of these through
the facilities of the Federal Housing Ad
ministration. So, therefore, It is very
plain that there Is no shirking of private
capital in the home-building division of
the defense program. • * •
Or putting it another way, the rate of
private home construction, thi'ough pri
vate capital, Is now running about 23 per
cent ahead of the same period last year
and is confined almost entirely to the
areas where industrial activity is stimu
lated through the defense program.
Weekly, during the month of May alone,
about 5,000 new homes were started
under the PHA program, which means
that through all channels of private
capital, probably more than 8,000 new
homes were put under construction by
private capital or an average of 1,500
new homes every working day.
MR. CARMODT
(iltfr. Carmody svoke extemporane
ously. The following is the substance of
his talk.)
Mr. Carmody discussed the application
of engineering management principles
to the defense housing projects of the
Federal Works Agency. He said 59 days
now are required from the time a project
is assigned until the contractor.is ready
to go to work. Schedules have been cut
drastically, he said, but "we are beating
even these schedules."
Mr. Carmody paid tribute to "the mag
nificent cot^eratlon" he said had been
extended by Government agencies In
connection with the program. He said
such agencies as the Public Buildings
Administration and the United States
Housing Authority have been doing
"magnificent jobs," and that their expe
rience and ability all has "gone Into this
pooling of efforts to make for fast action."
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Rent control progreim must go hand in
hand with liousing supply—Borders
A program for rent control and an in
crease In the supply of housing must go
hand la hand, Karl Borders, price execu
tive of the rent section, Price Division of
OPACS, said on June 12. Excerpts from
his address at the Housing Inventory fol
low;
On the basis of vacancy reports, labor
migration surveys, housing market anal
yses, records of military concentration,
and defense contract awards, a group of
approximately 100 areas was selected for
special rent surveys by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics and the Work Projects
Administration. The problem was to de
termine how widespread and how great
were rent increases in defense areas since
the beginning of the national emergency.
The 44 localities for which data are al
ready available—centers of shipbuilding
and the manufacture of aircraft, muni
tions, steel, automobiles, machine tools,
rubber, and aluminum, as well as camp
sites and naval bases—cover cities and
towns in all parts of the country.
The 44 surveys of defense localities
provide some specific answers in white
neighborhoods. Baformatlon on Negro
rentals reveals a similar, If not more, ag
gravated situation. In 2 areas more
than 60 percent of the white rentals
showed Increases: in 6 areas, 45 to 60
percent: in 12 areas, 30 to 45 percent; In
13 areas, 15 to 30 percent: In 11 areas
less than 15 percent.
In 2 areas the average Increase for
white rentals when It occui-red was 35 to
40 percent; in 3 areas It was 20 to 25 per
cent; in 9 areas it was 15 to 20 percent;
in 17 areas It was 10 percent to 15 per
cent; in 13 areas it was 5 to 10 percent.
Tliese are, of course, average Increases.
They do not highlight the extraordinary
Instances of 100-percent increases which
have been brought to oxir attention.
Burden greatestoa low-rent classes
From a detailed analysis of the com
plete tabulations of the 44 special rent
surveys, it appears that both the number
of homes which had Increases and the
percentages of increase have tended to
be greater in rent classes under $30 than
over $30. This is particularly significant
in view of the fact that In most of the
cities suiTeyed rentals under $30 com
prised more than 50 percent of the total
residential rents. There was a tendency
for the identical dollar increase to cover
a whole group of rent ranges from $15 to
$30 or from $20 to $40, for example. It
Is plain that the burden upon the lower-
rent classes and the lower-income groups
was relatively greater. Negro rentals fall
for the most part into these groups.
Tliese dry statistics could be enlivened
by stacks of letters in our office and clip
pings from newspapers to show that par
ticularly la the defense areas steps to
stop rent Increases are essential and now.
What Is the answer? I don't need to
argue with you that the ultimate answer
Is an adequate supply of decent housing
units. And as you know energetic steps
are being taken by the various Federal
agencies to meet the present emergency
In defense areas.
Housing needs far exceed supply
However, the Influx of workers into de
fense industries and the concentration
of the families of enlisted personnel near
military establishments have been so
rapid that neither private construction
nor Government awards have been able
to meet the need in time.
It Is perfectly clear that a program for
rent control and an increase in the sup
ply of housing will have to go hand-ln-
hand.
★ ★ ★
170,762 military and CCC
passengers carried in May
The railroads handled a total of 170,782
passengers representing military and
Civilian Conservation Corps personnel
during May 1941, according to data fur
nished to Ralph Budd, Transportation
Commissioner, by the military transpor
tation section of the Association of
American Railroads. This agency ar
ranges routings for all regular movements
of Ai'my. Navy, Marine Corps, CCC, and
Selective Service personnel. The detailed
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TRANSPORTATION...
12 percent more cars of export freight
unloaded last month them in May 1940
a decrease of 18 percent. There was an In
crease of 19 percent in the number o! cars
of coastwise and Intercoastal traffic unloaded
at the port compared with May last year.
At Hampton Roads, 1,753 cars of export
freight, other than grain, were unloaded in
May, compared with 1,849 last year, or a
decrease of 5 percent.
Notwithstanding the heavy movement of
export traffic through the North Atlantic
ports particularly Boston, New York, Phila
delphia. and Baltimore, there is ample room
in rail storage facilities at all of the ports.
Cars of export freight, other than grain,
unloaded at Mo' "e totaled 1.163 compared
with 1,848 in May last year, or a decrease of
3. percent. There was an increase of 117
percent In the number of cars of coastwise
and Intercoastal traffic unloaded at the port
compared with May last year.
Rise at New Orleans
At New Orleans, 4,818 cars of export freight,
other than grain, were unloaded In May, com
pared with 4,233 last year, or an increase of
14 percent. There was an increase of 35 per
cent in the number of cars of coastwise and
intercoastal traffic unloaded at the port, com
pared with May last year.
Cars of export freight, other than grain,
unloaded at Galveston totaled 2,643 com
pared with 2,955 in May last year, or a
decrease of 11 percent.
At Houston, 1,512 cars of expwt freight,
other than grain, were unloaded m May, com
pared with 2,328 In the same month last year,
or a decrease of 3S percent.
Cars of export freight, other than grain,
unloaded at Texas City totaled 713 cars, com
pared with 1,196 in May last year, or a
decrease of 41 percent.
Cars cf export freight, other than grain,
unloaded at San Francisco totaled 2,537 cars,
compared with 1,518 in May last year, or an
increase of 67 percent.
During the month of May, 55.452 rail
road carloads of export freight were un
loaded at U. S. ports, according to
records furnished to Ralph Budd. Trans
portation Commissioner, through the
Association of American Railroaas. This
volume represents an increase of 12.6
percent over the export movement dur
ing May of 1940. when shipments were
being made to a nxmiber of countries
which, by reason of capitulation to the
Nazis, are not now receiving tonnage
from this country. The figures there
fore Indicate a substantially greater in
crease in the export movement to those
countries still receiving our products.
Nocongestion at ports
No congestion or delay to traffic exists
at any of the Atlantic, Gulf, or Pacific
ports, due to the cooperation of steam
ship lines, port authorities, exporters
and shippers.
A resume of activity at Important
ports follows:
At the Port of New York, the number of
cars unloaded for lighterage In May 1941.
averaged 1.043 cars daily. Since the office of
Manager of Port Traffic was establtshed In
November 1939, thU is the first month in
vhich average unloadtngs exceeded 1,000 cai-s
per day.
Eastbound freight, of which approximately
86.6 percent was for export, lightered at New
York in May 1941. totaled 630,761 tons, com
pared with 706,692 tons In the preceding
month and 589,288 in May 1940. This was a
decrease of 3.7 percent compared with April
1941 and an Increase of 15.5 percent com
pared with May last year.
Westbound lighterage tonnage, most of
which ifi import traffic, in May 1941 totaled
247,693 tons compared with 234,031 tons la
the preceding month, and 140,082 tons In
May 1940. This was an increase of 6.8 per
cent compered with April 1941, and an in




Grain harvesting in the southern por
tion of the winter wheat belt has been
delayed by extensive rains the past sev
eral days. Up to June 11 only one car
load of grain had been moved. The seven
principal winter wheat loading lines have
in storage 22,568 cars conditioned and
ready for immediate grain loading. By
reason of the efforts to hurry western box
cars home from the East, there has been
a net increase of 29,553 box cars in the
possession of 11 principal western roads
since May 1, The movement of Govern
ment gi'ain out of western storage to
Interior and seaboard elevators is con
tinuing, and approximately 30 million
bushels have so far been booked for
movement.
Increase at Boston
Cars of export freight, other than grain,
unloaded at Boston in Bfay totaled 639, com
pared with 42S In May last year, or an in
crease of 27 percent. There was an Increase
of 133 percent In the number of cars of coast
wise and intercoastal traffic unloaded at the
port, compared with May last year.
At Philadelphia, 2,219 cars of export freight,
other than grain, were unloaded In May,
compared with 2,002 last year, or an increase
of 11 percent. There was an Increase of 77
percent In the number of cars of coastwise
and intercoastal traffic unloaded at the port,
compared with May last year.
Decrease at Baltimore
Cars of export freight, other than grain,
unloaded at Baltimore In May totaled 3.646
compared with 4,341 in May last year, or
21
Refrigerated warehouse
survey to begin soon
Harry D. Crooks, consultant on ware
housing, reports that all details are now
completed In connection with the survey
of refrigerated warehouse space. Ques
tionnaires will be sent as soon as they are
off the press and reports will be sought
from all cold storage warehouses (public,
private, and semiprivate) and meat
packing establishments. The questions
cover amount of space held at different
temperatures and amount used and un
used at the time of the report. In addi
tion, complete basic information covering
type of construction equipment, trans
portation facilities, and other plant and
operating facts Is being requested.
The survey is being made at the request
of the Transportation Division by the
Agricultural Statistics Division, Agricul
tural Marketing Division, Department of
Agriculture, under the direction of Wil
liam F. Callendar, head statistician, and
William Broxton, assistant.
★ ★ ★
WEEKLY CARLOADINGS 21 PER
CENT ABOVE 1940
Freight carloadlngs during the week
ended June 7 totaled 852,940 cars, an in
crease of 21.3 percent over the 702,892
cars loaded during the corresponding
week in 1940. This also represented an
increase of approximately 51,000 cars over
the week ended May 31 this year, when
loadings were dov/n because of the Deco
ration Day holiday. The volume, how
ever, was 13,077 cars under the last pre
vious full week, that which ended May 24,
when loadings totaled 866,017 cars.
For the year to date <23 weeks) load
ings are 16.8 percent ahead of the cor
responding period in 1940.




OralQ and [[rain prod
ucts 38, MS 28.161 2G.3
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CIVILIAN DEFENSE
LaGuardia names board to devise
medical protection for any emergency
Thi'ough his Washington headquar
ters, Mayor F. H. LaGuardia, Director
of the Office of Civilian Defense, an
nounced on June 15 the creation of a
Civilian Defense Medical Board, com
prised of four eminent physicians and
surgeons, to devise uniform procedure
for the protection of civilians in any
emergency. The four are:
Dr. Elliott Carr Cutler, professor of
surgery, Harvard University, and lieu
tenant-colonel, United States Army
Medical Corps.
Dr. George Baehr, associate patholo
gist at Mount Sinai Hospital, New York
City, member of the State Public Health
Council, New York City, and chairman
of the Committee of Public Health Re
lations, New York Academy of Medicine,
New York City. Dr. Baehr was a mem
ber of the Red Cross Sanitary Commit
tee in Serbia and Russia in 1915-16.
Dr. Oliver Kiel, Wichita Falls, Tex.,
president of the Texas State Board of
Medical Examiners, and fellow of the
American Medical Association.
Dr. Albert McCown, assistant medical
director of the American Red Cross,
Washington, D. C.
To work out instruction
The new Board will devise a uniform
course of instruction for the training of
volunteers in first aid, in the orgaiUza-
tion of field and base hospitals, and in
the compilation of a manual of instruc
tions for field medical work.
The civilian defense program includes
the planning of emergency field stations
in which injured persons could receive
emergency treatment before being evac
uated to base hospitals. The personnel
in such field hospitals would include vol
unteer women's organizations, members
of which will be trained under the pro
cedure to be developed by the Civilian
Defense Medical Board.
To enroll planes and owners
Mayor LaGuardia also announced the
appointment of a committee to formu
late plans for the enrollment of private
airplanes, pilots, and owners in connec
tion with the civilian defense program.
Hie committee comprises Capt, Gill
Robb Wilson, president of the National
Aeronautics Association; Thomas H.
Beck, vice president of the Crowell-
Collier Publishing Co., New York City;
and Guy P. Gannett, publisher, of Port
land, Maine.
Explains program on air
Mayor LaGuardia spoke over the red
network of the National Broadcasting
Co. from New York City on Monday
evening, June 9, on "The Purposes of
the Civilian Defense Program."
The mayor previously had announced
the establishment, under the auspices
ung
is object of New York council program
Possibilities for pre-induction educa
tion, designed to orient men called to
the colors with respect to the major
personal problems of military life, have
been called to the attention of local de
fense councils in New York State by
Charles Poletti, State Defense Coordi
nator and vice chairman of the New
York State Council of Defense.
The pre-induction educational pro
gram Is sponsored by the Division of
Civic Education for National Defense of
the New York State Department of Edu
cation. It includes instruction In the
transition between civilian and military
life, Army and Navy organization, soldier
hygiene, recreation and outdoor inter
ests, and camp environmental study.
The program is available to local de
fense coimcils without financial obliga
tion to them.
Handbooks being prepared
Under direction of Prof. N. L. Engle-
hardt. Teachers College, Columbia Uni
versity, handbooks of instruction in the
various fields are being prepared.
Professor Englehardt said:
The handbook on transition pixiblems
should be concerned with finance, con
tracts, wills, insxttance, marriage, de
pendents, and other matters associated
with leaving a community and a home
with the expectation of coming back
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of the Chemical Warfare Service, United
States Army, of a school at the Edge-
wood Arsenal. Md., to train firemen and
policemen from 40 eastern seaboard
cities in methods of combating incendi
ary and high-explosive bombs and poi
son gas. The school opens June 30
with a 2 weeks' course under officers of
the Chemical Warfare Service. At con
clusion of the course the men will be suc
ceeded by a like number. Eighteen sep
arate 2-weck courses will be held.
Tlie firemen and policemen so trained
will return to their communities to train
members of their own departments.
The course will include demonstrations
of the effects of various types of bombs,
the resulting fires, and means of ren
dering them ineffective.
and taking up the reins again after a
year of disruption.
In the Army and Navy handbook
should be included information as to the
organization, services and equipment,
and an introduction to experiences and
opportunities in the Army and Navy.
Hygiene handbook
The soldier hygiene handbook should
treat matters of hygiene, sanitation, and
illness.
A handbook on recreation and outdoor
interests would form a basis for develop
ing in prospective trainees the kinds of
Interests that could be pursued during
leisure camp hours, or which would add
to the social gains of men who have gone
to camp.
The camp environmental handbook
should aid the trainee to adjust himself
to his new environment and to become
acquainted with people and places.
★ ★ ★
Montana names defense council
Executive officers of the newly organ
ized Montana State Defense Council,
which consists of 11 members, are: Gov.
Samuel C. Ford, chairman: Albert H.
Kruse, State Commissioner of Agricul
ture, secretary; and R. E. Towle, man
ager of the Helena branch of the Federal
Reserve Bank, vice chairman.
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200 women serve State defense councils;
consumer interest is their biggest field
Approximately 200 women have been
appointed as members of State defense
councils or council committees. These
women are serving in 29 of the 46 States
in which defense councils have been or
ganized. Of the total number of women,
27 are members of the councils and 168
are heads or members of committees.
Services of women are most widely used
by defense councils in the following fields:
Consumer interest: health, welfare, and
recreation; special women's activities
groups; and labor problems.
The States and the number of women
members of the defense councils are;
Arkansas. 3; California, I: Connecticut,
1; Iowa, 2; Maryland. 1; Massachusetts,
1; Michigan, 1; Nebraska, 2; Nevada, 2;
New Mexico, 1; North Carolina, 5; New
York, 1; Pennsylvania, 1; South Caro
lina, 1; Virginia, 3; Wisconsin. 1.
57 women guard consumers' interests
In 12 States and the District of Colum
bia a total of 57 women have been ap
pointed to consumer Interest committees,
the field of defense council activity to
which women have been appointed most
generally. New Jersey has the largest
number—26; second is South Carolina,
with a consumer committee of 10 women.
Women also hold positions on consumer
Interest committees in: Arkansas, 1; Cali
fornia, 2; District of Columbia, 2; HU-
nois, 1; Maryland, 1; Michigan, 4; Ne
braska, 1; New Mexico, 5; Vermont, 1;
West Virginia, 1; Rhode Island, 1; In
diana, 1. In Mississippi. 5 women have
been appointed members of a clothing
committee, 6 of a food committee, and 3
of a supply and price control committee
of the State council.
Other fields of State defense council
activity In which women are serving
are:
Health, welfare, and recreation: Dis
trict of Columbia, 2; Michigan. 3; New
Jersey, 3; South Carolina. 2; Virginia,
1; Alabama, 1; Mississippi, 4.
Labor and related problems: Montana,
1; Nebraska, 1; Mississippi, 2; California,
1; Michigan, 2; Missoui-1, 2.
Agriculture and land use: Mississippi,
1; New Mexico, 7; Wisconsin 1.
Special women's activities groups:
Illinois. 2; Massachusetts. 3; New Mex
ico, 10.
Housing: California, 1; District of Co
lumbia. 2; Michigan, 1; Mississippi. 1.
Ciinl protection: Illinois. 1; Massachu
setts, 1; Mississippi. 2.
Fields to which single States have
appointed women as conmiittee members
are:
National defense bonds: Illinois, 1.
Committee to assist in organization of
local defense councils: Illinois, 1,
EcoTumio aids: Michigan, 4.
Education: New Mexico, 10.
Public relations: Massachusetts, 1.
Morale: Mississippi, 2.
State Negro Coordinating Committee:
Florida, 3.
Volunteer services: District of Colum
bia, 7.
Community service: South Dakota, 1.







The first year's achievements of the
local defense council in Westfleld. N. J.,
have been reported recently in an 8-page
supplement to the Westfleld Leader, local
newspaper. The report was submitted
to F. H. LaGuardia. U. S. Director of
Civilian Defense, by MaJ. Shelby G. Fell,
of Westfleld.
Majoi' activities during the first year
Included: Formation of a motor corps of
125 women, creation of police and fire
reserves, investigation of sabotage activi
ties, plans for hospitalization and hous
ing of evacuees, consumer interest
activity, and taking of a firearms census.
The Leader reported that Westfleld,
situated in the heart of the metropolitan
East, began initial organization of a pre
paredness plan in 1939. The plan, com
prising 25 phases of activity, is now ad
ministered by the local defense council.
★ ★ ★
Parade ground big enough for
entire Army nearly ready
Work on the infantry parade ground
at Camp Roberts, Calif., believed to be
one of the largest military parade grounds
in the United States, is almost completed,
the War Department said June 13. The
ground is 4,200 by 1,400 feet. Allowing
3 square feet for each man, the ground
could accommodate every man in the





"Exchange of secondary school teach
ers between the United States and the
other American Republics is limited at
the present time," John W. Studebaker,
United States Commissioner of Educa
tion, annoimced June 11.
"Within the past several months," the
Commissioner pointed out, "numerous
Inquiries have reached the United States
Office of Education from secondary
school teachers in the United States re
garding the possibility of obtaining
teaching positions in the other Republics.
At the same time I am informed that
many teachers from other American Re
publics are seeking information regard
ing possible openings for teachers of
Spanish and Portuguese in this country."
Commissioner Studebaker said that
consideration is now being given to the
possibilities of a system of exchanges be
tween teachers in the United States and
the other American Republics, but that
"these exchanges will need to be worked
out carefully beforehand by the proper





William S. Knudsen, Director General,
Office of Production Management, an
nounced June 10 that OPM had formally
approved the St. Lawrence Waterway
project as part of the all-out defense ef
fort. The approval covered both water




to deliver fleet for defense
The Maritime Commission announced
June 10 that It had directed the Southern
Paciflc Co. to deliver its entire fleet of 10
vessels for national defense purposes.
The vessels are being acquired in pur
suance of the provisions of the Presi
dent's letter of April 30 calling for a pool
of ships to be med to aid the Democ
racies.
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Kind and degree of necessary sacrifice
not yet realised in U. S., Wayne Coy warns
Tho vinri nnrt nf sacrifice nec- It is fashionable these days to tae kind and degree of sacrifice nec
essary for defense has not yet been fully
realized by the people of America, Wayne
Coy, Liaison Officer for Emergency Man
agement, said June 9 in an address at
Franklin College, Indiana. Excerpts fol
low:
A new world began for us—both as a
Nation and as individuals—when the
President in an historic message to Con
gress pointed out the meanings of events
abroad with reference to our American
policies and institutions, revealing them
with a clarity of understanding not then
fully shared by a mentally shell-shocked
Nation. In that message he pointed the
way to a fuU acceptance by the American
people of the long-resisted proposition
that military might was essential to na
tional survival; and he led the Nation in
a repudiation of the delusion that the
very virtues of democracy are a sufficient
bulwark against military might.
Slow to appreciate meaning
To the young men giving up a year
of their lives at a period of life nor
mally devoted to self-realization, the
sacrifice, while cheerfully made, is
clearly defined and generally accepted as
such. But the rest of the population—
perhaps a little bewildered by the turn
of events which has put factory wheels
back into three-shift operation and cre
ated jobs for many who had begun to
despair of ever working again—the rest
of the population has been slow to ap
preciate the meaning of defense. Es
sentials of a democratic defense program
require a kind and degree of sacrifice
not yet fully envisioned by a still com
placent country.
lk
about sacrifices. But most of the dis
cussion centers around the sacrifices the
other fellow Is to make. It is easy for
management to sacrifice wage increases
or the right to strike; and labor is
equally free with Its sacrifice of profite.
To those who fear that an expansion of
productive capacity might create forces
difficult to control after the war danger
Is past, it is easy to face the sacrifice
of automobiles or pots or pans. The
landlord thinks a tenant might well do
his bit by paying higher rent. The con
versational allocation of the tax burden
is a buck-passing field day.
But no one can expect to stand by,
untouched and unburdened: and for
most of U2, as individuals, there will be
little choice.
★ * ♦
Horton asks straight thinking:
"There is no middle ground^'
Speaking before the National Whole
sale Grocers' Association at Chicago,
June 16, Robert W. Horton, Director of
Information, OEM, reiterated his appeal
for straight thinking about the present
war. Seeking to dispel "strange illu
sions" over our motives in entering the
last World War, he said, in part:
You may think it was a crusade to
save the world for democracy. You
heard a good deal about that at the time,
but I don't think that really was the
reason.
You might think it was to retaliate
for violations of our neutrality. It could
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hardly have been that because both
sides violated our neutrality.
Perhaps you think we entered the war
In 1917 to bale out the bankers who
had millions upon millions at stake. I
cannot agree to that as being the domi
nating cause, nor do I believe we went
into the war in 1917 merely because the
munitions makers planned it that way,
as some would have us believe.
Did we go into it to avenge Belgiimi
about which we heard so many pleas?
I don't believe so.
Did we take up arms because Ger
many sank the Lusitania? It would be
very hard to make a convincing case of
that. Two years elapsed between her
sinking and our Intervention.
The menace to our security
Why did we enter the war in 1917,
nearly three years after the slaughter
had begun? Ihe answer seems to be
reasonably simple. We finally entered
the war because Great Britain was
threatened with defeat and a conquered
England, with the British fleet In Ger
man hands, was a menace to us and to
our security. We entered the war to
eliminate that menace. We have, in my
opinion, suffered acutely for twenty
years from all manner of strange illu
sions about 1917, and a whole new gen
eration has been raised on them.
It has seemed to me, sometimes, that
opposition in this country to the Kaiser
was far stronger in 1916 than opposition
to Adolf Hitler In 1941. That perhaps
was due to a certain period of idealism
preceding 1914 and to twenty years of a
kind of cynical materialism preceding
1941.
Whatever may be the reason, we find
ourselves today where we must either
accept dictatorship or exterminate it.
There Is, In my opinion, no middle
ground.
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